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IRS deadline
gives taxpayers
facts to ponder
By DAVE SKIDMORE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Taxpayers jamming post offices to
mail their returns before tonight's
midnight deadline can ponder
this: The typical American works
almost until lunch time just to
pay federal, state and local taxes.
According to the Tax Foundation, a nonpartisan research organization financed partly by corporations, the typical person
devotes two hours and 46
minutes of every eight-hour work
day to earn enough to pay taxes.
If that person starts work at 9
a.m., he or she would have
earned enough to pay federal taxes at 10:49 a.m. and state and
local taxes by 11:46 a.m.
Tax Foundation economist Patrick Fleenor said that taxes consume 34.4 percent of the typical
person's gross income — 22.6
percent for federal taxes and 11.8
percent for state and local. That's
a higher proportion of gross

income than a typical American
spends on food, clothing and
shelter combined.
Looked at another way, the
typical taxpayer this year must
work 126 days to pay taxes, putting Tax Freedom Day — as the
foundation calls it — on May 6,
tied with last year for the latest
ever.
The Tax Foundation, like many
groups, uses today's IRS filing
deadline — when Americans'
minds are on taxes — to focus
attention on their own views.
Its report, an annual tradition,
is challenged by such groups as
Citizens for Tax Justice, a laborfinanced research organization,
which points to the value
received for tax dollars.
"The implication that somehow this money goes to Washington and disappears just isn't
true," said Robert S. McIntyre,
II See Page 2

Poll: Support
for KERA drops
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — schools, overall support for the
The number of people disapprov- reform law has fallen.
ing of the Kentucky Education
Among the 51 percent of those
Reform act in a new poll is up surveyed who said they had heard
sharply from a similar poll taken or read about KERA, more (50
a year ago.
percent) said they disapproved
The Bluegrass State Poll pub- than approved (41 percent) of the
lished Sunday in The Courier- changes the law is bringing
Journal looked at attitudes about about, the poll found. The numthe 1990 school reform law. ber disapproving rose 17 percenWhile the poll found that most tage points since a Bluegrass poll
people significant changes were
needed in Kentucky's public • See Page 2
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A MURRAY EASTER: Children of all ages chased Easter eggs during Saturday's annual Easter Egg Hunt held in the Murray-Calloway
County Park. The eggs umteined cartificates for games, toys and other prizes.

County denies charges in lawsuit
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
In response to a lawsuit filed
against the Calloway County Fiscal Court, county officials deny
all charges levied against them by
the Concerned Citizens of Calloway County.
Attorney Paul Hayes of Murray
filed a three-page answer April
13 on behalf of the fiscal court
regarding the lawsuit filed in late
March.
Also named in the lawsuit are
bond officer Klint Kelley and jail
consultant Jim Woodrum, both of
whom have hired private lawyers.
The lawsuit seeks both a temporary and a permanent injunc-

"The lawsuit will cost the taxpayers
money through attorney fees and any potential delay it might cause in constructing a
new detention facility."
Paul Hayes
(Attorney)
Lion regarding the construction of
a new jail because the group
wants a review of the manner in
which decisions regarding the
project have been made.
Graves County Circuit Judge
John Daughaday is expected to
hear the case, but no hearing date

has been set.
According to the answer filed
on behalf of the county, the court
denies all allegations regarding
the jail project. In addition, Hayes clarified that Woodrum and his
firm, Architecture Plus, were
hired June 23, 1994 rather than in

October 1994 as had been noted
in the complaint.
"My feeling is that the allegations in this complaint are
unfounded," Hayes said. "The
lawsuit will cost the taxpayers
money through attorney fees and
any potential delay it might cause
in constructing a new detention
facility."
Walter Lee Steely, president of
the Concerned Citizens of Calloway County, filed the suit on
behalf of the group. Mark Medlin
of Paducah is his attorney.
"Right now, only Walter Steely
is listed on the complaint," Hayes
• See Page 2

Hooks captains successful
team in annual MS walkathon
By E.L. GOLD
Staff Writer

BERNARD KANErLedger 8 Times photo

COUNTING THE LOOT: Zachary and Billene Burton search through the Easter eggs to see what
surprises the Easter bunny left for Zachary during Saturday's Easter egg hunt at the park.

Next year, Beth Hooks hopes
to take 100 members of "Slippery
When Wet" to the Muscular
Dystrophy Walkathon in
Paducah.
"I was shooting for 25 this
year, and it blew my mind when
50 turned up," she said
Slippery When Wet is the
name of the walking team Hooks
has captained for the last two
years. It was the largest team to
participate in the 10-kilometer
walk this year.
The team, named for Hooks'
favorite ski boat, is made up of
friends, family and co-workers at
the Briggs and Stratton plant in
Murray.
Hooks said about 20 more
Murray residents who were not
on the team made the trip to
Paducah April 1 to participate in
the walk.
Most were there to support
Hooks and the four other Murray
residents with MS who were in
Pqducah that day.
Hooks was named an honoree
of the Walkathon at a ceremony
held in Noble Park before the

The National Multiple Sclerosis Society sponsors Wallcathons
across the country to raise money
"More people
and heighten awareness of the
around here are
progressively debilitating disease
realizing what it is. that strikes mostly young adults.
The Kentucky MS chapter
I think the more
sponsored walks in Bowling
people who hear Green, Lexington and Louisville
about it, the more as well as Paducah this year.
said she did not know how
they are likely to Hooks
much money was raised
join in."
statewide.
Hooks said she thinks the
Beth Hooks
raise the awareness of MS
walks
(Walkathon captain)
among people in western Kentucky. She thinks that is why the
number of walkers at Paducah
walk began.
nearly doubled this year to make
"I had to give a presentation,"
the largest MS walk in
it
Hooks said. "Mostly, I just
Kentucky.
explained when I got MS and
"More people around here are
how long I've had it.
what it is," she said. "I
realizing
"And I said thanks for all the
think the more people hear about
donations," she said.
it, the more they are likely to join
The Paducah walk, which had in.
"They do it for the people they
about 270 participants this year,
raised $17,000, which will go know who have MS," she said.
Also, Hooks said she thinks
toward research and the search
more
people are being diagnosed
MS,
cure"
for
cause
and
a
for "a
with the disease.
Hooks said.
That money will stay in
II See Page 2
Kentucky.
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Court ponders right to change habitat
last year that the law bars only
direct threats such as hunting,
trapping or otherwise directly
killing the species, but not indirect threats such as destruction of
habitat.
That ruling in an Oregon dispute over protection of the Northern spotted owl was hailed as one
of the timber industry's greatest
legal victories and called by
environmentalists a grave threat
to the Endangered Species Act's
continued effectiveness.
Potentially millions of acres in
the Pacific Northwest could be
affected by the court's ruling.

By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court, in what may be
its most important environmental
case in nearly two decades, is
about to decide whether the
Endangered Species Act bans
destruction of wildlife habitats on
private property.
After hearing arguments today,
the justices must decide whether
landowners violate the 1973 law
if they change the natural homes
of endangered or threatened
species.
A federal appeals court ruled

Endangered species baules also
are being waged on hundreds of
millions of acres of privately
owned land in other parts of the
country.
A congressional report said
that 90 percent of the 781 endangered or threatened species listed
by the government in 1993 have
habitats on privately owned land.
Supporters and critics of the
Endangered Species Act agree
that the court's ruling, to be
announced by late June, could
eclipse in importance the high
court's 1978 decision that said
Congress intended to protect

•County...
said. "The court has to grant class
certification."
If that happens, Hayes said
each person in the county should
receive notice of the lawsuit and
should mail back a response saying whether he opts to be part of
the lawsuit.
"The class basically encompasses every taxpaying citizen in
Calloway County and we are
alleging that it is overbroad," he
said. "Not all taxpayers want to
join the lawsuit."
According to the lawsuit, the
class consists of all persons residing in Calloway County who are
subject to a tax increase to pay
the costs of construction and
operation of a new jail in the
county.
Furthermore, Hayes said that
the requests made by the citizens
group involve issues and decisions that are the responsibility of
.the equnty's legislative, body and
cannot be settled by a court of
law.
"It is within the court's jurisdiction to make decisions and that
is what they have done," Hayes
said.

Hayes said the . group didn't
follow the procedures outlined in
KRS 61.846, which provides
guidelines for the enforcement of
the Kentucky Open Meetings
Law.
"According to the statute, if
you believe there has been a violation of the Open Meetings Law,
you are required to submit in
writing an outline of the violations and a response will be given
within three days from the agency," Hayes said. "In this case,
that letter should have been given
to J.D. Williams and based on my
conversations with the fiscal
court members, that didn't
happen."
In addition, Hayes said that
KRS 67.420, a statute cited in the
lawsuit, specifies that a lawsuit
may be filed if any county building codes have been violated.
"We didn't violate any county
building regulations," Hayes said.
According to the lawsuit, the
citizens group asks that the
c6unty:
*Resume negotiations with the
City of Murray regarding a property exchange that was originally
proposed for the site of a jail.
*Terminate professional ser-

vice contracts with Woodrum and
his company, and to obtain reimbursement of all expenses and
professional fees paid effective
following submission of jail
plans.
*Withdraw a proposed resolution and ordinance of the fiscal
court approving both an insurance premium tax and a conditional ad valorem property tax
referendum.
The group alleges in the complaint that:
*Woodrum acted beyond the
scope of his authority and has
undertaken responsibilities and
services which are required to be
submitted for bid upder state law.
*The fiscal court has conducted private meetings and held
official discussions in violation
of the Kentucky Open Meetings
Law.
.The fiscal court has failed to
give proper and adequate notice
of meetings relative to the jail.
.The fiscal court's actions
have caused the group to suffer
harm from the waste of county
funds and the unlawful use and
usurpation of authority and public
ProPerty-

FROM PAGE 1
the group's director. "It shows
up in roads. It shows up in a
cleaner environment. It shows up
in national defense, which I presume most of us want. It shows
up in taking care of poor people.
Every nickel that goes in comes
back in some way or another."
McIntyre also said the foundation's use of statistics can be misleading. The U.S. tax system is
progressive, meaning that wealthy people pay a much bigger proportion of their income than others
on federal taxes. So any average
is skewed, McIntyre said. He said
a typical taxpayer actually pays
less taxes than the Foundation
asserts.
Tax Freedom Day occurs later
in some states, earlier in others.

FROM PAGE 1
"In just the last six months,
I've found out about two more
people here in Murray who have
MS," she said.
Hooks, 28, said she learned she
had MS shortly after graduating
from Calloway County High
School in 1984.
"At first I was shy about it and
didn't want anybody to know,"
she said. "But now it's OK."
In addition to working full
time at Briggs and Stratton,
Hooks said she like to get out and
have fun on the weekends. She
especially likes to hunt and ski
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Corium:Mut and New York residents have it the worst — May
24, or three hours and nine
minutes out of an eight-hour day.
Alaska has the lightest tax burden: two hours and 17 minutes
each day, and a Tax Freedom
Day of April 14. The next lightest burden is in Mississippi —
two hours and 21 minutes; April
17.
The Tax Foundation study,
however, makes no attempt to
measure the quality and amount
of state and local services
received in Connecticut and New
York versus Alaska and
Mississippi.
"If you take the example of
Mississippi and Connecticut,
what you get in Mississippi is
basically what you pay for and
what you get is not the range and

depth of public services that you
get in Connecticut," said economist Daphne Clones of the
Corporation for Enterprise Development, a research organization
that studies states' economic
development.
"The more appropriate question is, 'Are you really getting
your money's worth?' If your
state's physical infrastructure is
falling apart and you don't have
an adequate education system,
then what has a lower tax rate
gotten you?" she asked.

and spend time at her family's
place on Kentucky Lake's Blood
River.
"We usually go down there and
spend the weekend," she said.
That is where Hooks uses the
boat that lent its name to her MS
walking team.

decision to use that name came
under pressure from her fellow
workers at Briggs and Stratton.
"We were trying to come up
with a name last year, and some
of them were coming up with
some pretty wild ones. I could
tell you what they were, but you
sure couldn't print them in the
paper," she said.
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As recently as 10 years ago, in
1985, Tax Freedom Day came a
week earlier, on April 30. A
decade ago, the tax bite also was
eight minutes shorter at two
hours and 38 minutes. In 1945, it
was only an hour and 59 minutes.

•Hooks...
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of 24 friend-of-the-court briefs.
Among those urging the justices to uphold the appeals court
ruling are the American Farm
Bureau Federation, U.S. Chamber
of Commerce. Defenders of Property Rights and the states of
Arizona, California, Kansas,
Nebraska and Utah.
The court is being urged to
reverse the appeals court ruling
by, among others, the National
Wildlife Federation, Friends of
Animals, Defenders of Wildlife,
Environmental Defense Fund,
National Audubon Society and
Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund.

•IRS...

FROM PAGE 1

s

a federal agency, has regulations
defining "harm" to include
"significant habitat modification" leading to an injury of a
protected species.
A three-judge panel of the U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia ruled, however, that the longstanding regulation is not authorized by the
1973 law.
The regulation had been challenged by timber industry interests in Oregon.
The case attracted the most
unsolicited advice of any during
the court's 1994-95 term, a total

endangered species "whatever
the cost."
The 1978 ruling blocked completion of a huge dam because it
posed a threat to an endangered
species, a tiny fish called the
snail darter.
The Endangered Species Act
makes it a crime to "take" any
endangered species, and by regulation that prohibition is applied
as well to threatened species.
The law defines "take" to
mean "to hams, harm, pursue,
hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap,
capture or collect."
The Fish and Wildlife Service,

She grudgingly admits the
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•Poll...
is an acronym that has lot of
negatives attached to it, but not a
in March 1993. The latest poll lot of understanding," Meyer
was conducted March 9-15 this said.
year.
In the poll, people were evenly
The poll's most revealing find- split over whether school reform
ing may be that nearly half of all "is greatly improving Kentucky's
Kentuckians still say they have public education system." Hownever heard of KERA. Even ever, 67 percent agreed that the
those who say they have heard of reform "is experimenting with
the reform act confess to not Loo many untested education
knowing much about it.
practices."
Some parts of reform are so
A majority — 60 percent of all
widely accepted that they aren't adult Kentuckians — still support
part of the debate, reform advo- the higher sales tax that is helpcates say.
ing to pay for reform. But many
While people may say they dis- question whether the money is
like KERA, they would give a being spent wisely.
different answer when asked
The poll has a margin of error
about many of its pans, said Sen. of 3.3 percentage points, meanJoe Meyer, D-Covington, the ing, in theory, in 19 of 20 cases
chairman of the Senate Education the poll results would differ by
Committee. He mentioned the no more than 3.3 percentage
reform act's anti-nepotism provi- points from the results that would
sions, its preschool programs, and have been obtained by questionits centers that help poor children ing all Kentucky adults with
and their families find social telephones.
services.
The findings are also significHe said critics have succeeded ant because they show that the
in vilifying the label given the candidates in this year's goverchanges made in 1990. "KERA nor's race are talking about the
school-reform issues that trouble
the public: the primary program
and the new testing system.
Fifty-six percent of those who
answered the poll say the primary
program, which requires children
Pick 3
from different grades to mix in
0-6-4
the same classrooms, has not
Pick 4
been a success. A substantial
3-7-94
minority, 37 percent, says the
Lotto
same thing about the test, which
5-12-13-22-24-34
emphasizes problem-solving over
memorizing facts.
Maysville dentist Robert
French was among the 902 people who participated in the poll.
Sponsored by:
Shell He sees both good and bad in
ecluc.ation reform.
He likes that his 8-year-old
son, Paul, who is in the primary
program at Charles Straub
Elementary, is exposed to more
variety in school than the rote
learning and sing-song drills he
I CAN'T GET BY
remembers from his own
ON MY LOOKS ALONE...
childhood.
FROM PAGE 1
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UK student from Hazel Earth Day brings mixed feelings
By SHARON REYNOLDS
UK News Burearu Writer
LEXINGTON — Growing up
on a small farm in Western Kentucky, Jamie Winders developed
a natural love for the outdoors.
Now the University of Kentucky
freshman hopes to parlay her
interests into a career in environmental law.
Jamie is the daughter of Jim
and Ingy Winders, formerly of
Mayfield, now of Rt. 1, Hazel.
She graduated from Mayfield
High School in 1994.
"I've taken such an avid interest in the environment, I decided
I might as well make a career out
of it," said Jamie. Along with her
farm upbringing, Jamie credits
her grandfather, who owns a tree
farm in Calloway County, with
sparking her interests in ecology.
"Then as a governor's scholar
my junior year in high school, I
did a project in ecology," she
added. "That sort of got the ball
rolling for college."
At UK she found a newly
developed major in the College
of Agriculture, natural resources
and conservation, meshed well
with her interests. It combines the
disciplines of economics, science
and communications, giving her a
more diverse background.
"Environmental law is going to
be really big in the future," said
Jamie. "And this major should
make me more qualified for thatr
field or for environmental
consulting."
Jamie has a background wellsuited for a rigorous academic
schedule. She holds and Otis Singletary Scholarship and a National Merit Scholarship, which pay
full tuition and room and board
and provide a stipend.
"That means I don't have to
have a job," Jamie said with a
laugh."My job is going to class."
She did well enough her first

•ir

When I think about Earth Day
and how it relates to gardening, I
always have mixed feelings. A
gardener joyfully and lovingly
tends the earth. The strange and
awful paradox is that many gardeners use toxic poisons while doing so.
Does this make sense? I used to
think so. I thought that the first
thing to do when starting a new
garden was spray everything with
bug spray. No kidding.
It was difficult and scary to
unlearn my old habits and learn new
ones. The visions I had of life in the
garden without spraying were not
pretty ones. I could just imagine my
garden full of insects and disease. If
I didn't use systemic poison, rose
bushes would be nothing more than
mildew-covered aphid hotels. If I
gave up dusting my tomato plants,
they would be mowed down by an
army of giant green tomato worms

JAMIE WINDERS
semester at UK to earn a 4.0
grade point average and be
named to the dean's list for
academic achievement. She was
also asked to join the freshman
honor society, Alpha Lambda
Delta.
"It was hard and took a lot of
studying," she admitted. "I studied a lot in high school too, but
this is just at a different level.
With a demanding schedule,
Jamie, who lives in a residence
hall on campus, finds that "time
management is the key to everything." Armed with that skill, she
has been able to participate in
campus activities and find time
for weekend excursions.
Jamie is involved in the campus Wildlife and Forestry Club,
the Sierra Club and the Student
Government Association. As a
Singletary scholar, she also is

2 percent milk
target of focus

called upon occasionally to meet
with high school students who
visit UK.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Milk
On weekends, Jamie heads for
"does a body good," but a rich
the outdoors to go hiking or
anti-cholesterol crusader
horseback riding, she also loves
launched a national campaign
Broadwaymusicals and plans to
today to tell Americans they can
indulge that love during a trip to
cut the fat by guzzling skim milk
New York over spring break.
instead of the 2 percent kind.
Meanwhile, she enjoys occaPhil Sokolof, 72, an Omaha,
sional trips back to Western KenNeb., businessman, is spending
tucky where her parents recently
more than $500,000 of his own
built a new home 'on her grand- '• money on ads noting that 2 perfather's tree farm near Hazel.
cent milk doesn't meet the govWhile the scholarship package
ernment definition of a low-fat
she won has been a boon, Jamie
food, although the law allows it
said it had nothing to do with her
to be sold as such.
decision to come to UK."UK just
The full-page advertisements
suitedmy personality," she said.
featuring an overweight model
"It was big enough that I could
with a milk mustache — a parody
have anonymity if I wanted to,
of a current milk industry camyet it has a small college atmopaign — are appearing in more
sphere. I didn't even apply anythan 40 newspapers, including
where else."
USA Today and The New York
Times.
But Gregory Miller, a nutritionist for the National Dairy
Council, said 2 percent milk fits
easily into any balanced diet and
that people who like its taste
yields the past two years," he said.
shouldn't be made to feel guilty
"Producers have been lulled into
for not drinking skim milk, which
complacency; few consider disease
is fat-free.
resistance when selecting which
Milk industry advertisements
variety to plant. The same situation
proclaim that milk "does a body
existed 10 years ago."
good." A current campaign features female models and celebrities with milk mustaches.
But Sokolors ads claim that
three eight-ounce servings of 2
percent milk have the same
amount of fat as nine strips of
cooked bacon and ask, "Would
you let your child eat nine strips
of bacon a day?"
Sokolof said he wants people
to know that skim milk is as
nutritionally sound as 2 percent
milk, which has 5 grams of fat
per serving.

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Pease
the day after they were set out.
Without slug bait to tempt them,
slugs would take over the garden
and slime every tender seedling that
sprouted. I was contemplating
gardening Armageddon. Or so I
thought.
But it made some sense for me to
lessen the contact I had with poisons. So, I decided to change some
ways I gardened. I didn't go into the
garage and just throw out all the
gardening poisons. Going cold
turkey was not the way for me to
change. With little or no information on how to combat insects and
diseases without poisons, I would
have gotten frustrated after losing a
few plants to pests and would have
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LOOSE BRUCE IR. HOTDOG CABOOSE
CABOOSE SPECIAL)

HOT DOG
Men=aft

BOOS

1

Free Soda With Purchase
Of $2.50 Or More.
•
North 12th • Boone's Laundry
Mon.-Fri. serving 10a-2:30p
Coupon must soconany order

E vents 5/1/96

HELP \OUR
SAFETY
PATROL

Vehicles

'94 Toyota T-100 4x4
One owner. 5 speed, A/C, LWB, 13,000 miles

'94 Mazda Club Cab 4x4
One owner, 7,000 miles, SWB, auto, A/C, AM-FM Cassette

'94 Chevy Astro CL Ext. Van
One owner, 4 captain

chairs, rear air & heat, P/S. P/B, 19,000 miles

'93 Dodge Cr. Caravan L.E.
Rear air, 35,000. PtS. P/B

'93 Ford Mustang
Nice

Wheat leaf rust likes mild winter
Mild fall and winter weather should consider crop yield potencreated conditions for a leaf rust tial, variety susceptibility and crop
epidemic that could cost wheat growth stage in the spray decision.
growers up to 40 bushels an acre.
"The yield potential to justify
"Our weather was identical to fungicide costs depends on a farm's
1984 and 1985 when we had the last economic situation and grower's
epidemic," said Don Hershman, management style," he said. "A rule
Extension plant pathologist for the of thumb is that the crop must have a
University of Kentucky College of potential yield of at least 40 bushels
Agriculture.
per acre to be worth protecting."
Other similarities between 1995
The extent of variety susceptiand 1985 are growers'continued use bility is another factor in the spray
of susceptible varieties and survival decision.
of high pathogen populations in
If a variety is susceptible to very
Kentucky and surrounding states, susceptible, a leaf rust epidemic
according to Hershman.
would have a significant impact on
"If the weather initiates a leaf rust yields and usually justify the fungiepidemic,fungicide sprays might be cide cost Conversely, with resisthe only way to avoid leaf rust," he tant or moderately resistent variesaid. "However, spraying before ties, the potential for significant
the epidemic reaches full swing is yield loss is not great.
essential for control."
Crop development stage also is a
"Field scouting regularly is the factor in the spray decision.
only way you can find out if leaf rust
"The key is to look at the crop
is becoming a problem. Scouting stage and decide if it's too early or
from your truck won't work. You, too late for the fungicide to be
or someone trained to spot diseases, effective," Hershman said. "You
must be out in the field at least don't want to spray if no disease is
weekly from flag leaf emergence present. Similarly, you don't need
through crop flowering. Scouting to spray when the disease. is already
gives you information necessary to extensive, or the crop is too far
make spray decisions."
along for yields to be reduced. If the
Hershman cautioned growers disease comes late in the season,
against being caught in a situation after soft dough stage, you will have
similar to the '85 leaf rust epidemic. limited yield loss no matter how
"Many growers were not pre- severe the leaf rust."
pared to use a fungicide," he said.
Looking toward next year's crop,
"Since few scouted, they didn't Hershman said using resistant varieknow they had a problem until the ties is the best defense against leaf
11th hour. Once they realized the rust.
need to spray, many had no quick
"We've had limited fungal dissource of fungicides. In addition, ease pressure and excellent crop
few growers had the ability to spray
when needed, either due to lack of
Helping Right Here in
spray equipment or limited access to
Our Community.
custom applicators. Consequently,
fields were either sprayed too late or
not at all, resulting in poor disease
control."
Hershman said growers also

headed nght to the store for the
same poisons I threw out.
I did stop spraying everything
with bug spray, and I gradually
learned new ways of fighting garden pests. (I must admit that I used
slug bait for a long time, until I
learned that slugs were attracted to,
and would drown in, a shallow pan
of beer. It worked great. Then the
only difficulty was to come up with
a way to keep the neighborhood cats
and dogs from drinking the beer.)
Reliable information was hard to
come by back then. Now, there are
many good books with practical
methods for gardening without poisons. Some of these books are
available at the local library, but
practically, it is easier to just buy a
good reference and keep it at home,
so that you can refer to it when you
need it. One of my favorites is "The
Encyclopedia of Natural Insect and
Disease. Control" published by Rodale Press.
How am I going to celebrate
Earth Day? By spending it in the
garden, of course.

P/B, P/B, auto, low mites

'93 Chevy Lumina APV
Low miles, loaded, 30,000

miles

'93 Toyota Corolla
2nd car special, 46,000 miles

'93 Dodge Ramcharger L.E.
One owner, 2WD, tow miles, 47,000 miles

'92 Ford Bronco
'Eddie Bauer Edition,' loaded, one owner, leather, 4x4

'91 Ford Explorer XLT 4x4
Loaded, low mites, one owner

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH

'91 Chrysler 5th Avenue
Loaded

$C1

Mow It. Rake It. Bale It.

995
m00 Plus Tax

%1 9

'91 Plymouth Colt
One owner, local, "good transportation'

'91 Dodge Caravan
4 cyl., P/B, P/B, A/C

'91 Ford Ranger
One owner, local, 64,000 mites, 5

speed

'91 Plymouth Sundance
One owner, auto.

P/S. P/B, air, 56,000 miles

'90 Jeep Cherokee 4x4
Hunter special, P/S, P/B, air, auto

'89 GMC Jimmy 4x4
Red & white, local "you got to see this one.'

Rupied,disc-snle Cater Nlowers and
Mower/Conditioners cut it down ...
irom wet, stnngy hay to tire ant hills.
Plus, Vermeer has a wide assortment of
BiE R-23 TwinRakes hvdraulically
sweep fields clean and adjust windrow bale movers, bale busters, trailers and
widths to match your pickup perfectly feeders to handle and feed it out.
New "K" Bakrs roll up those famous The World Heavyweight Chatnpion 4nd
World Heavyweight Champion bales. the One-Man Hay System. Onlyfrom
errneer Interested? Cal!today
Special Super "I" Balers help you
produce quality high-moisture silage or
smaller, more manageable bales
And Slate Wrappers help you to seal in
the freshness and improve he nutritional
value of your forage feed
Owner: Bred Bo:Wick

4 tit 4 bow' errrwer(milt Orw

rriam-rn

REDDICK FARMS & EQUIPMENT
Rt. 1, Bardwell, KY. • (502) 628-3188 • 628-3611 • 628-5449

'88 Dodge Ram 50 4x4
5 speed, A/C, WS,

NB, one owner, sharp

'88 Chevrolet S10 Blazer
Red, 4x4, 87,000 miles, 'nice'

'88 Plymouth Voyager
P/S, P/B, air
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

se PEPPERS

a

irn

2400 E. Wood St., Paris
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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ANALYSIS

Helping kids
get through
parents' divorce
By LAURIE ASSEO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Divorce is never easy on the children,
and it's even worse if their parents drag them into the fray. But
courts increasingly are trying to train parents how to break up without taking it out on the kids.
You might call it Divorce School.
"Children are like an egg; people don't realize how little pressure it takes to crush them," says Elaine Head, a therapist who
holds seminars for divorcing parents through Northern Virginia
Family Service.
More than a million couples are divorced each year, and more
than 1.5 million children are affected. How parents handle the
divorce often determines how their children will do.
The seminars — mandatory in many places — aim to show
parents the harmful effects of fighting in front of their kids, using
their children to carry messages to the other parent, or burdening
children with financial or other worries they are too young to
handle.
"This is between Mom and Dad," and parents need to make it
clear the divorce is not the children's fault, Head said.
"What kids feel overwhelmingly is a shattering of their belief
system," said Peter Salem of the Association of Family and Conciliation Courts in Madison, Wis.
If too much of the burden falls on the children they may show
signs of hostility, regression in basic skills such as toilet training,
poor performance in school, or drug abuse and sexual promiscuity,
Salem said.
Almost all of the dozen people who attended a seminar recently
in Leesburg, Va., were ordered to do so by a judge. Most didn't
appear pleased to be there.
But some were willing to discuss their problems and seek advice
from Head and another social worker, Steve Steiner. To protect
their privacy their names were not used here.
One woman blamed her ex-husband's inconsistent behavior toward their 14-year-old son for the boy's recent misbehavior that
caused him to be suspended from school.
"I told him it was OK to be angry, and if I was him I'd be mad
too," the woman said. But she added, "I dorCt know how to stop
being angry" at her former spouse over his treatment of their son.
Steiner said the ideal situation is when parents sit down together
and talk things over with their children.
"If the children see the parents trying to work through their
anger and take responsibility for their lives, it's a good role model
for the kids," he said.
Children react differently at different ages, Steiner says.
Preschoolers may think the divorce is their fault; children in
elementary school may be sad and worry about their parents.
Middle-schoolers may feel angry and blame the non-custodial
parent; teen-agers may lose faith in the value of love and
relationships.
One father of two boys attended the Leesburg seminar voluntarily, saying he still was trying to learn from the mistakes he has
made since his marriage broke up two years ago.
"I love my two boys and I'm trying to do what's best for them,"
the man said. "As long as we're learning, we're progressing."
More and more courts are requiring parents to learn how their
actions can affect their kids.
In Connecticut and Utah, virtually all divorcing parents are
required to attend seminars. Laws in some states let judges order
parents to attend such programs, and many county courts set local
requirements.
The Juvenile and Domestic Relations court in Alexandria, Va.,
has set up its own mandatory three-part seminar for everyone who
files a custody petition.
The idea is to reach parents at the beginning of the legal process,
before it becomes too much of a win-lose situation.
Risa Garon, executive director of the Children of Separation and
Divorce Center in Columbia, Md., said all divorcing parents in
Montgomery County, Md., are required to attend seminars.
"Children of divorce have to work through a lot of losses,"
Garon said. "One of those is the loss of the family they thought
they would always have.
"When parents can demonstrate to their children that they love
their children more than they hate each other, that reinforces the
children in a very scary world," she said.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Laurie Asseo covers the Supreme Court
and legal issues for The Associated Press.

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT RILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP. ED WHITFIELD
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
Whitehouse COMMellt Lisee
I-202-456-1111

As the nation braces for the
return of Congress from its Easter
hiatus, the question burning for
most watchers of the Washington
scene is just how much of the
House Repbulican's Contract
with America — and specifically,
how much of the tax-cut bill
passed by the House in the days
just before lawmakers went home
to search with constituents for
bunny eggs — will survive its
next stop in the Senate.
Republicans in the upper
chamber are skeptical, and maybe
even a little defiant.
"We didn't get elected just to
rubber stamp everything the
House did," said Senate Majority
Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., just
before the break.
Dole's remark may be just the
tip of a senatorial iceberg set to
put the chill on legislation passed
by the red-hot House members.
And some of that chill may come
from the increasingly cold shoulders Senate Republicans are
offering to the whiz kid of the
104th Congress, House Speaker
Newt Gingrich.
Gingrich, R-Ga., has stolen
much of the show in this congressional session. He stepped into
the limelight of the nation's top
legislative job with brash talk and
a loose-cannon reputation that
drew press coverage like a roadkill carcass draws bald-headed
birds.
For some five months now,
since the November elections, he
has garnered much of the glory
usually reserved for big-name
senators, the legislators most
commonly in the hunt for a place
on Pennsylvania Avenue.
People like that are not often
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E.L. Gold
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
happy when some upstart House
member steals their thunder.
And by setting a 100-day limit
on bringing the Contract provisions to a vote in the House —
and by making that deadline —
Gingrich and House Republicans
effectively designated the day
when the torch would be passed
to the Senate and the House
would fade, quietly forgotten,
into the background, at least for a
while.
The Senate will have its turn
now. And just to show that they
are indeed not in Washington to
rubber stamp what the House
passed, look for the learned senators to bring a surfeit of ponderous and pedantic debate in the
weeks ahead before they pass
their own versions of the Contract bills.
The differences between the
House and Senate versions are
likely to be most noticeable in
the tax-cut bill.
Gingrich and tither GOP leaders pushed the tax cut through the
House over the objections of
more than 100 Republican representatives who signed a letter
in March opposing the extension
of lucrative tax breaks to those
stalwarts of Republican special
interest — wealthy Americans
and corporations — at a time
when the party was desperately

trying to arrange a plan to bring
about a balanced budget within
seven years.
Gingrich said before the vote
he was sure the errant party faithful would "fall in line" and back
the bill. They did.
Senate Republicans, though,
don't appear to feel such a sense
of loyalty and obligation to the
party stalwarts.
If the House version became
law, it would be the largest tax
cut since 1981, a year that
marked the start of a five-year
surge that took the annual federal
deficit from $79 billion to $221
billion.
Under the House version, a
family making $200,000 a year
would see an average tax reduction of $11,266, while a family
making $30,000 would save
$124.
The House bill also eliminates
the corporate minimum tax and
introduces a depreciation method
that allows businesses to deduct
more from their taxes for equipment purchases than the equipment actually costs.
To pay for all this, the House
bill relies on savings from welfare reform and a reduction in
pension benefits for federal workers. It also depends on $100 billion in unspecified program cuts
over the next five years.

Senators just aren't likely to go
for that.
Some influential senators, like
Bob Packwood, chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee, have
said that any tax cuts must be
paid for with specific spending
CUtS.

Others have said they are more
interested in balancing the budget
than cutting taxes.
Dole, of course, is more interested in becoming president.
As the GOP leader in the
Senate, he is not likely to let
political ideology stand in the
way of that.
A Los Angeles Times poll
recently identified what Americans feel is the principal danger
of the GOP-led Congress. Of
those surveyed, 59 percent said
they worried the GOP would go
too far in helping the rich and
cutting services to ordinary
Americans who need the help.
The tax-cut bill, as it stands,
would seem to justify those fears.
However, Bob Dole, the senator, reads the newspapers, and
Bob Dole, the would-be president, understands the value of
moderation in a candidate.
Just like Gingrich moved his
House troops to toe the line and
pass a tax-cut bill they didn't
entirely like, Dole will throw a
gentle wet blanket over his
Senate yeomanry if they become
too enthusiastic and try to do the
same.
That moderation should forge a
tax law President Bill Clinton can
sign and all Americans can live
with.
That is as it should be.

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
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The Independent, Ashland
Gov. Brereton Jones should heed the advice of House Speaker
Jody Richards and resist the urge to call a special session of the
General Assembly to get funding for construction projects turned
down last year.
The projects can wait until the General Assembly again meets in
regular session in 1996.

Senate — largely through the efforts of Rose, a candidate tor the
Democratic gubernatorial nomination. Now Rose says go, while the
leader of the House says wait.

While Richards is cool to the idea of a special session, Senate
President John "Eck" Rose has said the Senate could be receptive
to it. How confusing. The construction projects were approved by
the House during the 1994 General Assembly, but killed in the

Jones, of course, wants to have the projects approved before he
leaves office in December. But feeding a governor's ego by allowing him to take credit for construction projects is no reason to rush
their approval.

Some of the projects are badly needed, while the need for other
projects are debatable. However, all of the projects can wait a few
months before being funded. ...

Jones: solicitous as ever
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones, Kentucky's e
highest-ranking horse breeder,
has been having some eventful
days at the track.
There was a publicized run-in
with race stewards at Keeneland
after a horse bred by Jones was
disqualified from a third-place
finish.
To get to the stewards' room
— to get into the track at all —
Jones had to cross a picket line.
Keeneland's pari-mutuel clerks
were locked out after turning
down a contract offer that
included deep pay cuts.
The clerks have since accepted
a contract agreement and are
expected to return to work this
week.
In one respect, Jones was hardly unique.
An adverse ruling by stewards
always brings gripes. And faithful patrons were streaming right
past the pickets, enabling Keeneland to set at least one attendance
record during its spring racing
meet.
In another respect, Jones is
decidedly unique.
As governor, he appoints the
Kentucky Racing Commission.
The chief steward for the disputed race was Bernie Hettel, the
commission's executive director.
Jones also was labor's candidate for governor in 1991, carrying the endorsement — and the
money — of the Kentucky State
AFL-CIO.

CAPITOL IDEAS

Charles Wolfe
An

Associated Press News Analysts

When Jones crossed the picket
line, he gave Democratic gubernatorial candidate Gatewood Galbraith a perfect opening. Galbraith declared it a travesty and
betrayal "for an official or a candidate who has the support of
labor to cross a picket line."
Jones responded by scorning
Galbraith as a candidate needing
"to get his name in the paper and
his picture on TV."
Jones followed up with a curious rationalization: He said he
crossed the picket line because he
did not want to take sides in the
dispute.
Jones said he had "great sympathy" for the clerks, but man-

agement's side also must b,_
considered.
"And I think, as governor, for
me to go out and start taking
sides between management and
labor, when both sides feel that
they are right, would be the most
singularly destructive thing that I
could do," Jones said.
He did not explain how crossing a picket line was not taking a
side.
Jones added that "it's a political issue," which is quite correct.
Galbraith clearly hopes to get
union votes. That was obvious
when he chose Jerry Hammond,
former head of the Kentucky
Building and Construction Trades

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters Must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Utter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Council, to be his running mate
last year.
Also, it is a fact of politics that
the influence of unions has
declined. The thousands of race
fans pouring into Keeneland
every day prove that picket lines
are less than sacred to most
people.
State Rep. Ron Cyrus, who is
executive secretary-treasurer of
the AFL-CIO, found himself
somewhat in the middle.
The Pari-Mutuel Clerks Union
is an affiliate of the Service
Employees International Union,
which is part of the AFL-CIO.
Cyrus also is among Jones'
strongest allies in the General
Assembly.
Jones did not actually cross a
strike line because "it's a lockout, not a strike," Cyrus said.
The distinction seemed lost on
the picketers, however, and Cyrus
conceded "we would have preferred for him and every human
being that was in there" to stay
away from Keeneland.
But Cyrus said he could not
ask Jones to stay away because
"that's what you call boycotting,
and we're not allowed to do
that" without specific direction
from the international union.
"I'm not taking up for the
governor," Cyrus said. "If it's a
strike, yes, I would expect our
friends to support us."
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press.
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Drug Prevention workshop planned
A Parent to Parent Drug Prevention Workshop will be conducted
by Shelia James, Drug Prevention Educator, on Tuesdays, April 18
and 25 and Max 2, from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in Room 403 of Calloway
County High School. This workshop, in cooperation with Family
Resource Center, will give parents the knowledge and skills necessary to help your child achieve a drug free passage into adulthood. It
is for parents with children of all ages from preschool through teen
years. The cost will be $5 for the workbook for each family. Child
care and refreshments will be provided at no charge. To register call
Paula Cathey, FRC Program Specialist, at 753-3070.

Oaks' ladies to play bridge

Charlene Wallace Higgins and
Willie Dennis Brown to marry

Ladies of Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
April 12, at 9:30 a.m. at the club. Hostess will be Mary Wells,
753-7923.

Wedding to be May 6

Concerned Citizens will meet
Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens will meet
tonight (Monday) at 7:30 p.m. in basement room of Weaks Community Center. This is a non-partisan organization open to all citizens of Calloway County. The group meets regularly to discuss
issues of local interest. For information call Ella Van Tidwell or
Charles Tidwell at 753-5308.

Murray Middle Council will meet
Murray Middle School Site-Based Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday, April 18, at 7 p.m. in Room 109 of the school. Agenda items include committee report of council election and transformation planning update. This is open to the public.

Singles (SOS) plan meeting
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, April
18, at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. Linda Marshall will
lead the program on "Show and Tell." The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Pamela, 753-8863.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday,
April 18, a t6:30 p.m. at the club house. This will feature the High
School and Middle School Piano and Voice competitions. Hostesses
will be Laura Cook, Joanne Cavitt, Fay Nell Flora, Kate Lochte,
Lanette Thurman, Jean Watkins and Deannie Wortham.

Family Resource Council to meet
The Family Resource Center Advisory Council will meet Tuesday,
April 18, at 4 p.m. at the center at East Elementary. The public is
invited. For information call 753-3070.

Guitar Pickers will meet
Guitar Pickers Group will meet Tuesday, April 18, at 7 p.m. at the
Henry County Courthouse, Paris, Tenn. All acoustical music players
and fans are invited to attend. For more information call Brad Hosford, 1-901-642-4120.

UDC meeting on Wednesday
J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy
will meet Wednesday, April 19, at 1 p.m. at the home of Barbara
Smotherman. The program will be presented by Mary Davis. All
members and interested persons are invited.

Ministerial Association will meet
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association will meet Wednesday, April 19, at 8 a.m. at First United Methodist Church. All
ministers of the city and county are urged to attend.

Songfest planned Wednesday
The monthly Songfest by Church Women United of Murray and
Calloway County will be Wednesday, April 19, at 2:30 p.m. at Fern
Terrace Lodge. All members and interested persons are invited to
participate in this special event for the residents at the lodge. On
Friday, April 21, at 10 a.m. the Executive Board of Church Women
United will meet in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library.

Story Hours are scheduled
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, April 18 and 19, according to Sandy
Linn, youth services director for the library. Parents and Twos are at
9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at 10:30 a.m. on both days. For more
information call the library at 753-2288.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday, April 18, at 9:30 a.m. The Rev. Richard Denton, pastor, will lead the study. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Workshop starts April 24
"Surviving the Teen Years" will be a three-session workshop,
sponsored by Youth Services Center at Calloway County Middle
School. Three sessions will be conducted by Karrie Barnett, mother
of two teenage daughters, on Mondays, April 24 and May 1 and 8,
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. in Room 215 of CCMS. The workshop is free
to parents of CCMS students. To register call 753-1751.

Cancer Support Group will meet
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, April 18, at 3 p.m. in
the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information call Nancy Rose R.N. and Hospice Director, and
Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical Specialist, 762-1170.

Kimberly Michelle Rose and
Charles Eric Elkins to marry

Rose-Elkins wedding
scheduled on May 27 'Focus on the Family'
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Rose of Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Kimberly Michelle Rose, to
Charles Eric Elkins, son of Chuck Elkins of Benton and Frances Faith
of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Bessie Elkins and the late
John Elkins of Hardin, and of Mr. and Mrs. Calvert Colson of Almo.
Miss Rose is a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High School. She
is employed by Hutson Ag Service of Murray.
Mr. Elkins is a 1985 graduate of Marshall County High School and
is employed by Penn & Son Sheet Metal of Benton.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 27, 1995, at 2 p.m. at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park Convention Center.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Christian Women Club
to have luncheon Friday
Murray Christian Women's
Club will have a "Spring into
Fashion" luncheon on Friday,
April 21, from noon to 2 p.m. at
Seven Seas Restaurant. The cost
of the luncheon will be $6 per
person.
Cindy Towery from The Edge
will show the latest in spring
fashions with a colorful style
show sure to please ladies of all
ages. Towery, a graduate of Murray High School and Murray
State University, has been in business at The Edge for 31A years.
She and her husband, Steve, have
three children, a daughter, 7, and
twin boys, TA .
Guest soloist for the luncheon
will be Margery Shown of Murray. An outstanding soloist,
Shown holds both undergraduate
and graduate degrees in music
from Murray State University. A
retired music teacher, she is the
director of Murray Woman's
Club Chorus and enjoys singing
at civic and social functions. She
and her husband, Vernon, a
retired MSU professor, have two
sons, Timmy and Tommy, one
daughter, Carolyn, and one
grandchild.
Kay Wilkes from Union City,
Tenn., will be the guest speaker.
A native of Martin, Tenn., she
has a nursing degree from the
University of Tennessee at Martin and works part-time as a nursing consultant for nursing homes.
She and her husband, Ben, have
four children, ages 9, 7, 6 and 4.
Reservations should be made
by Wednesday evening, April 19,
by calling Freda Lovett,

753-3999, of Vida Trenholm,
753-2399.
A complimentary nursery for
preschoolers will be provided and
nursery reservations should be
made by calling Freda at the
number listed above.
All interested women are welcome to attend. There are no
dues, no membership fees or any
obligation, said Laurel Walle,
CWC chairman. Christian
Women's Club is a worldwide
organization and is not affiliated
with any church or denomination.

Kristen Michelle
Clayton is born
here on April 8
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Michael
Clayton of RI 4, Box 610, Murray, are the parents of a daughter,
Kristen Michelle Clayton, born
on Saturday, April 8, 1995, at
10:52 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
nine ounces and measured 19
&hes. The mother is the former
Laurie Michelle Parrish. A sister
is Tiffany Marie Clayton.
Grandparents are Max and
Kathryn Parrish of Rt. 4, Murray,
and Cecil and Judy Clayton of
Rt. 1; Almo.
IV
ICT
The Kentucky
Network

McDONALD'SnA FAMILY NIGHT SPECIAL

TUESDAY NIGHT 4 P.M. TIL CLOSE
OUR 20 PIECE McNUGGET IS ONLY

$2.99
Limit 3 Per Order
So Bring The Family In And Enjoy
Our Famous McNuggets At A Special Price.
'FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY*

Free blood pressure tests Tuesday
Free blood pressure tests will be given Tuesday, April 18, from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore
and South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the church.

Charlene Wallace Higgins of Mayfield and Willie Dennis Brown of
Rt. 1, Dexter, will be married Saturday, May 6, 1995.
The vows will be said at 5 p.m. at the groom-elect's residence,
located east of Dexter, third house on left on Brooks Chapel Church
Road.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. No invitations are
being sent.

films being shown here
First Christian Church of Murray is showing films from the
James Dobson series, "Focus on
the Family," during the month of
April.
Dr. Dobson is the founder and
president of "Focus on the Family," a nonprofit corporation dedicated to the preservation of the
family. More than 10 million
people have viewed and been
helped by these films. He also
has his own radio program and is
the author of several books.
The first film about Christian
parenting was shown April 11.
Dr. Dobson talked of how today's
families are in a time crunch and
the negative effect it has on family relationships. He offered
advice on how to deal with life's
hectic pace.
The second film will be shown
Wednesday, April 19, from 6 to
7:30 p.m. It is on "Wives & Husbands, Part I." In this film the
principles of a secure, healthy
marriage are discussed as well as
the common problems that are
encountered.
The third film, "Part II of
Wives & Husbands," will be
shown on Wednesday, April 26,
from 6 to 7:30 p.m. It delves into
more of the issues of marriage

includiung money, sex and
children.
The viewing of the films is
free of charge. Refreshments will
be served and a discussion period
will follow each film.
To sign up to see any or all of
the films, call the church office at
753-3824. Child care will be provided for parents needing this
service. Please indicate the age of
your child or children when calling, said Michelle Adcock, a
church spokesperson.

We are pleased to
announce that
Melody Helgerson,
bride-elect of
Sean Rnnegan,
has selected
her decorative
accessories from
our bridal registry.
Melody and Sean
wIll be married
August 19, 1995.

Casa. def.Sot
L.

1100 Chestnut St.
753-1133
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LAO- 6-4 IVY LTD
Quitting Business Sale

40%-50%

Off
Storewide

Including Crabtree & Evelyn
-Cash & Check OnlyHours: Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Court Square • Murray
dr

You Are Invited To Attend A

GOSPEL
MEETING
West Murray
Church of Christ
Doran Rd. and Holiday Dr.
Murray, Kentucky

April 16-21, 1995
7:30 p.m. Nightly

Mc Donalcl
•
I

(Regular meeting times on Sunday)

MAYFIELD & MURRAY STORES ONLY!

Speaker: Chad Wadlington
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Murray Country Club
ladies will play golf
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday April 19, at 9:30 a.m.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. Hostesses will be Beverly Noland and
Sue Outland. If a person is unable to play, please call one of the
hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Tel 1 - Rebecca Landoll, Mariam
Poole Beth Belote Barbara Gray,
Tee 2 - Sue Outland, Margaret
Shultett, Rebecca West Geri
Andersen,

Make a Difference.
Support Your United Way.

Teo 3 DION) Villanova, Toni Hopson Frances Richey, Evelyn Jones,
Tee 4 Betty Stewart Billie Wiison,
Freoa Steely Ann Brown
Ti. 5 - Mary Bogard Norma Frank,
Jennifer Crouse, Louise Lamb:
Tin 6 - inus Orr. Cathryn Garrott,
Faira Alexander. Cindy Towery,
Tee 7 - Venela Sexton, Betty Scott.
Edith Garrison Rebecca Irvan
Te• 8 - Betty Lowry. Anna Mary
Adams Lisa Carver, Party Claypool.
Ti. 9 - Frances Hulse. Peggy
Shoemaker Billie Cohoon, Rowena
Cullom
Winners for team scramble on

Funera
in the ct
Kirby al
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John T.
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Wednesday, April 12, have been
released by Cathryn Garrott and
Shirley Jenstrom, hostesses, as
follows:
First - Evelyn Jones, Billie
Cohoon, Sue Outland and JoAnn
Kumsfer;
Second - Betty Stewart, Louise
Lamb, Maragaret Shuffett and
Lisa Carver.

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Letterman in 1945

— NEW LOCATION —
Dr. James W. Courtney, Optometrist
and Staff
want

to introduce

Courtney Vision Center
1208 Johnson Blvd.
759-1429

Dr. James W. Courtney

Local couple will celebrate 50th anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Letterman will be honored with an open house in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Aopril 23.
The event, hosted by their children, will be at Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Church, North 16th Extended, Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The honor of your presence is the only gift requested.
Mr. and Mrs. Letterman were married April 24, 1945, by the Rev. Walter George at Huggins, Mo. Their witnesses were Leo Letterman and
Buel Canada Lewis.
Mrs. Letterman, the former Martha Canada, is the daughter of the late Fred Canada and Magdalene Canada.
Mr. Letterman is the son of the late Oliver Letterman and Bertie Rogers Letterman. He is a retired preacher and dairy farmer.
Their five children are Kieth Letterman and wife, Katie, Rt. 2, Murray; Kerry Letterman and wife, Ronna, Rt. I, Farmington; Kent Letterman
and wife, Linda, Fort Knox; Tim Letterman and wife, Linda, Ninety Six, Calif.; and Carol Mildfeldt and husband, Dennis, Anniston, Ala.
Their grandchildren are David Letterman, April Letterman, Jessie Letterman, Sarah Letterman, Ashley Copeland, Heather Copeland, and
Kristen Mildfeldt.

Tab pteT
.,„e•, 55
Your Formal Wear Professionals

$29.99

Sales & Rentals Starting at
- Area's Largest Supplier Tuxedos - All Styles Available
New Gowns & Accessories Arriving Daily
Veers
In Business

Monday, April 17
Murray Lions Club's annual Light
Bulb and Broom Sale today and
tonight.
Calloway County Association of Concerrned Citizensr7:30 p.m./basement
room, Weeks Community Center.
Calloway County Middle School Sitebased Decision Making Council/6
p.m./library
North SBCM Council called
meeting/3 p.m. Social Studies Design
Team/3 p.m. and Primary School
Committee/3:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board/6:30 p.m./Murray City Hall.
Purchase Area forum for Family Preservation and Support Services/4:30
p.m./PADD office, Mayfield. Info/
1-502-247-7171.
Par•nts Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7 p.m. open meeting/
club house.

Court Square
Parts, TN

Across from the YMCA
Between LA Optical & Animal Hospital

APRIL
SPECIALS
•1 Month Unlimited
Tanning

$40
•Buy 20 Visits Get
3 Visits Free
10% discount to
MSU students
with valid ID
„,...•01111k

Mon.-Thur.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

8-10

8-8

8-6

1-5

"Murray's Premier
Tanning Salon"

Monday, April 17
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Cub Scouts/6 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers 111/4 p.m.;
Friendship/Hannah Circle/7 p.m. w/
Cheryl Naulty.
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.
Star Trek Fan Club/7 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Tuesday, April 19
Murray Lions Club's annual Light
Bulb and Broom Sale today and
tonight.
Parent to Parent Drug Prevention
Workshop/6:30-8:30 p.m./Room 403,
Calloway County High School.
Murray Middle School Site-based
Decision Making CounciV7 p.m./Room
109 of school.
Community Public Relations Design
Committee/3 p.m./North Calloway
Elementary School.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Weaks Community
Center/9-11:30 a.m. and Chestnut
Hills Shopping Center/12:30-3 p.m.
Guilt Lovers of Murray/6
p.m./Calloway County Public Ubrary.
Calloway County Middle School
Design Team 1 meeting/2:4 5
p.m./library.
I

SUBSCRIBE

1

Tuesday, April 18
Family Resource Center Advisory
Council/4 p.m./East Elementary.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Music .Department of Murray
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./club house.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224, or Pamela,
753-8863.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-3 p.m,
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9.30
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 am
First Presbyterian Church events
include College Fellowship/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
VBS meeting-Marketplace 29AD/7
p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Ouilters/9:30 a.m.; Disciple II
Bible Study/6 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Library open/
10-11:30 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Weigh to Win/10:30 a.m. and
6:30 p.m./Gleason Hall.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.;
Sharon Wells Group/10:30 a.m. WI
Betty Lyons.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities
Weeks Community Center open 8
a.m.-4 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.
Dexter Community Center open 9:30
a.m.-2:30 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.

Tuesday, April 18
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
p.m./Hardin Library.
- Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Christopher's Restaurant.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Breastfeeding Support Group/7-8
p.m./Child Care Center, second floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3381 or 762-1425.
Cancer Support Group meeting/3
p.m./Educational Unit of Murray.
Galloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Officers' meeting/7 p.m.; Enrollment/8
p.m.
YMCA events include Aerobics
Toning/4:30 p.m./121h Street Branch,
Step/6:30 p.m./University Branch,
Aqua Fitness/9:30 and 10:30 a.m./Carr
Health Building. Info/759-9622 or
759-9699.
Todd Terry senior voice recital/6:30
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State. Free and
open to public.
MSU Woodwind Chamber Music
Ensemble/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State
Admission free.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m -4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Murray TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.

Keonecke speaks at meeting

impottse mina
BVDAL
4
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Pier 1 Imports is pleased to
have Kathryn Stockton,
bride-elect of Matt Krug,join
our bridal registry by choosing pottery and decorative accessories.
University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851

WINNIE LOVE photo

Maturing?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans. The initial guaranteed rate for amounts over 55,000
is:

Dr. Alice Koenecke, center, was guest speaker at the March spring potluck of Home Department of Murray Woman's Club held at the club
house. She talked about "The Holy Land." Hostesses were, from left,
Virginia Thompson, Robbie Paschall, Venda Gibson and Marguerite
McCloskey. The department will meet Thursday, April 20, at 1:30 p.m. at
the club house with Jean Murdock to speak about "Genealogy." Hostesses will be Jackie Helm, Mary Gertzen and Willene Lackey.

SPECIAL

1 WEEK ONLY

8 oz. Ribeye

6.75

%

Tanning Salon & Storage Rental
812 Whitnell Avenue

(Behind Bel-Air Center.)

753-3333

can be locked in
for one year.

Ask your Woodmen representative
about our Flexible and Single Premium Deferred Annuity plans.
Robert Duncan
Woodmen Building
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-6050

of

7
.70

$

10% Senior Citizen Discount - Always

Christopher's-

othoednyrInd .

-9
Open 7 Days 10:30
(across from Piggly Wiggly)

South 12th • Murray

Life Insurance Society
floors. Office Omaha, Nebraska

Choice of Potato. Salad
Bar & Texas Toast

kV

759-1864
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Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Letterman in 1995
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DEATHS
Mrs. Ruby I. Parker

Mrs. Blanche N. Spiceland
Funeral rites for Mrs. Blanche N. Spiceland were Sunday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Anglin Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn. The Rev. Terry
Kirby and Bob McGuffin officiated.
Grandsons and grandsons-in-law served as pallbearers. Burial was
in Stewart County Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Spiceland, 90, Rt. 8, Murray, died Friday, April 14, 1995, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Clyde Spiceland, preceded her in death. Born Nov.
28, 1904, in Stewart County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late
John T. Nolin and Sarah Dennis Nolin. Also preceding her in death
were two sons, Dr. Jack Nolin Spiceland and Bobbie Gene Spiceland.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Peggie Hicks, Murray; 10
grandchildren; 23 great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Charlotte Ann Dunn

1VINIS releases honor roll
SLsth grade
AU As
Becky Brown, Denise Brown, Alan Clement, Jenny Colson, Kevin Cunningham,
Jenny Davenport, Ethan Farley, Laura Lee
Hoover, Alice Hunt, Brandon Kellie,
Heather Lanham, Cody Latimer, Irene Lee,
Matthew Sparks, Aubri Stroud, Rebekah
Travis, Erika Trerduilm, Candice Veach,
Alissa Volp, and Mitch Woods.
Sixth grade
All As and Bs
Heather Blalock, Brian Blankenship,
Aaron Brooks, Constance Caner, Tiffany
Cathey, Alexina Chareue,Seth Cunningham,
Nicole Futrell, Drew Henry, Ashley Hood,
Amanda Howard, Annie Hutson, John Kapperud, Justin Maynard, Michael Montgomery, Joy Nolcox,Steven Prince, Sarah Quertermous, Maggie Sasso,K nsta Shelby,Justin
Smith, Nancy Tam, and Emily Thomason.
Seventh grade
All As
Lindsay Atkins, Katherine Boyd, Mau
Clemson, Stephen Compton, Meg Farrell,
Scott Holbrook, Jennifer King, Peyton Mast-

era, Lucas Miller, Rachel Morgan, Laura
Nixon, Michael Rumble, Ryan Seay, John
David Thieke, and Kristen Walle.
Seventh grade
All As and Bs
Katie Alcou, Cara Anderson, Julie Davis,
Jennifer DeLancey, Lane Dennison, Ashley
Dunn, Ryan Geib, Kim Harrington, Brittany
Jackson, James Marshall, Jeffery Owen,
Derek Pace, Dana Parker, Jessie Radke, Liz
Stoc.kard, Sara Strickland, and Elizabeth
Trawick.
Eighth grade
All As
Stephen Breeding, Brooke Bnttain, Justin
Jones, Kristin Kopperud,Cassandra McNutt,
Anne Pickens, lace Rabe, Jessica Smith,
Allison Vinson, Sarah Wurgler.
Eighth grade
All As and Bs
Shane Andrus, Jason Bright,John Brooks,
Amanda Conley, Chris COX Robert Fitch,
Ellen Foster, Courtney Griffiths, Wesley
Hart, Julie Hightower, Gretchen Klaus, Torn
Leary, Jacob Mathis, Becky Mehr, Lauren
Miller, Emily Noble, Jacob Rayburn, Christina Sames, Brian Settle, Jessica Steiner,
Rachel Steinfeldt, Rohn Tandon, Drew
Thompson, Tyler Williams, Geoffrey
Young, and John Young.

Arts. Another is the presentation of
the Betuy H. Lowry Award for
outstanding business support of the
arts at the Chamber's annual meeting. The Business Council for the
Arts also runs the Jackson Purchase
Arts and Crafts Festival the first
weekend in June annually at Kenlake State Resort Park. The Festival
attracts crafts people and artist vendors from all over the southeast and
midwest.
The Business Council for the Arts
is now initiating an artist directory
project through the Chamber which
will aid those who wish to purchase
artworks or contact performance
artists by providing them a listing of
the rich talents available locally.
The Murray Art Guild welcomes
anyone to bring a sack lunch, visit
the Linn House and paint or draw
with them Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Fridays from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The Guild will host a Pastel Class
taught by Charlotte Abernathy the
last week of April and a Book
Binding Class taught by Pam Rockwell the last week in May. More
information is available on the classes at 753-4059.

Virtuall

Mrs. Maple Miller Moody, 94, Owensboro, mother of George Thomas Moody of Murray, died Saturday, April 15, 1995, at Mercy Hospital, Owensboro.
She was a member of Buena Vista Baptist Church. Her husband,
Henry C. (Harve) Moody, died in 1983. Three brothers, Delbert, Garnet and Collins Miller, also preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late Martin Miller and Ada Collins Miller.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Louise Clark and husband,
Datton, Dixon, Mo., and Mrs. Barbara Phillips, Houston, Texas; three
sons, William C. Moody and wife, Evelyn, Providence, R.I., George
Thomas Moody and wife, Reita, Murray, and Bob Moody, Elkhart,
Ind.; a first cousin, Nettie Stevens Ashby; 12 grandchildren; 30 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of HalleyMcGinnis Funeral Home, Owensboro. Burial will follow in Glenville
Cemetery in McLean County.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 3 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Monday) and after 9 a.m. Tuesday.

Federal Stale Market News Stroke April 17, INS
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 41 Kit. IN tarrows &
Gills .25-.34 higher Sows .54-1.141 higher
533-N-33.34
US 1-2 234-234 IN.
S3S.M1-32-54
US 1-2 214-231 iha
532-54-33
US 2-3 231-2441 lbs.
531-511-32.54
US 3-4 241.271 Ilse.

UPS Pick-UP
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money

Compare Our
Price

&

Coverage

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Sows
US 1-2 275-134 lbs.
US 1-3 3411-4•11 lbs.
US 1-3 444-325 IN.
US 1-3 525 and up lba
US 2-3 304-5411
Boars 517.54-11.44

Ross Insurance Agency

$2404.2.5.111
$24-34-211.011
535-9-27
131.34.34.44

Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

753-0489

600 Main St.
+41Z 4111.. -41.-.0. -71.-

SUNDAY BUFFET 11-3

+2539 Prices as of 9 a.m.
Dow Jones Ind, Avg
DJIA Previous Close....-.4208.18
+ 1/4
Alr Products -.-.-.-..513/1 + 3/1
275/1 unc
K U
A T & T-.-.-.-....-.. 503/4 - '12 •
+ 1/4
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton....... 363/s + 3/4 L G & E......................381/s + 1/1
Bristol Myers Squibb-641/s + 112 Mattel -.-.-.-.-.-.-....2.33/4 unc
CRT Corp. Ky.s.-.--.23B 231/2A McDonalds -.-.--.-.-..353/s + 3/s
+ 1/2 Merck -.-._.-.-.-.--..4.33/s + 1/2
Chrysler
Dean Foods.....-.-.--.-283/4 • 1/4 J.C. Penney.....-----------43 - 3/s
+ 1/2 Peoples First.---------.17B 18A
Ford Motor..-.-.-.-..273/s + 1/1 Quaker Oats..._._.-.-345/s
General EJectrIc..-.-..551/s + 3/s Schering-Plough..._.-..791/2 + 3/s
unc
- 3/s Sears
General
• A GoodrIch.-.-.-.-.-.-..461/4 + 1/4
+ 1/2
unc Time Warner..-...._....371/1 + 3/4
Goodyear
+
I B
unc
Ingersoll Rand-....-..343/4 + 3/5

Wednesday Senior's night! Buy one get one heel! 1,
fi Thursday Night-All You Can Eat' Fish Buffet 6 95 1r
8 95 fri,
0,1
Friday Night Our Famous Seafood Buffet
I
8 95 iv
oft_ Saturday Night-our Famous Seafood Buffet
595 if!
;.ffAunday Our Grand Lunch Buffet 11-3
et
4
Wed. are Set. p.m.
FfNir-.
7
Sunday 11 a.m.-3
ri
f,
ie)

Seven Seas &
......„,....,..,...,....,,„............„...,....,..,,,,....-Mon.

753-4141Cloud

Tires at
Pocket Pleasing
Prices!

'Fernand Lyons Is • monist maker In this stock.
UNC-pdos unchanged

5444.
'

Ak7
HIWARD
LYONS

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

UPS

M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Stock Market Report

WAREHOUSE TIRE
100 Industrial Rd • 753-1111 • Owners. Ronnie Melvin & Gerrald Boyd
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r
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Ultra-CIC
Virtually invisible, the Ultra-CIC
from Qualitone is an entirely new
type of hearing aid. The advantages
are obvious:
"Excellent high frequency response
•Amplifies sound deep in the ear canal
•Less wind noise
"Nearly invisible

ilurry...this offer expires 5126193

753-4461

The Kentucky
Network

For Your Convenience Now Offers

AP-

Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us 1•or Rates

513 S. 12th St.

4E-11Ir
‘

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

13KET

Undetectable Hearing Aids

Completely-In-The-Canal

Aren't You
Glad There's

Mrs. Maple Miller Moody

• 30 DAY TRIAL • FREE HEARING TEST

Holland Motor Sales

The funeral for Eric Allen Moore was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Ricky Cunningham
officiated. Music was by Denise Moore and Jeff Woods.
Pallbearers were Larry Carson, Tommy Dowdy, Colin Moore, Dardin Moore, Rickie Robertson and Corey Cassity. Burial was in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mr. Moore, 16, Rt. 6, Murray, died Friday, April 14, 1995, at 12:45
a.m. from injuries sustained in an automobile accident near Camden,
Tenn.
Survivors include his parents, Morgan and Becky Moore, one sister,
Mrs. LeeAnn Moore Turner and husband, Troy, and one brother,
Adam Moore, all of Rt. 6, Murray; his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Moore, Rt. 1, Almo, and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Robertson, Rt. 8,
Murray; his great-grandmother, Mrs. Nellie Moore, Murray; several
aunts and uncles.

Mrs. Stella Frick, Benton, died Sunday, April 16, 1995, at her
home.
Her husband, Rex Thurston Frick, and six sisters and brothers preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Girvas Heflin and
Ocal Shields Heflin.
She was a member of Benton Church of Christ.
Survivors include one son, Don Frick, Benton; one sister, Mrs. Lena
Cunningham, Paducah; one brother, Jack Heflin, Water Valley, Miss.;
three granddaughters, Mrs. Laura Powell and Mrs. Laryssa Hobbs,
Benton, and Mrs. LaDonna Sparks, Murray; three great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Gene Gilliland will officiate. Burial will follow in
Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily Ss

Eric Allen Moore

Mrs. Stella Frick

BCA to host special
gathering April 20
The Business Council for the Arts
of the Murray/Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce will host the
April Business After Hours of the
Chamber at the Murray Art Guild
Thursday, April 20, from 4:30 to 6
p.m. Chamber members and the
public are invited for refreshments,
door prizes and viewing artworks.
The Business Council for the Arts
includes artists, performers, representatives of county arts agencies
and members of the business community interested in fostering the
arts.
The Murray Art Guild's 6th Annual Spring Juried Exhibition is
currently on display. Seventy-nine
paintings, drawings, photographs,
collages, carvings and sculpture
entries grace the Will Linn House at
103 North 6th Street in Murray,
where the reception will be held
next Thursday. The Linn House,
built in 1900 by George Aycock, is
A Kentucky Landmark and is listed
on the National Register of Historic
Places. The Guild maintains the
house, fascinating for its delicate
architectural detailing, through
membership procep.ds, profits of its
Christmas Gallery held annually the
first weekend in November and
other special activities as needed.
Cathy Mix Robinson's "Dance of
the Cranes" took first place in the
Exhibition jurored by Mary Jane
Timmerman. Carolyn Daniels' oil
painting "Pear de Lune" earned
second place. "Next," a charcoal by
Stephen Gnmstead, took the third
place award.
The Business After Hours highlighting activity in the arts is one of
several annual projects conducted
by the Business Council for the

Services for Mrs. Mildred Farley Ragsdale were today at 10:30 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. William B.
Miller officiated.
Pallbearers were Mike Farley, Fred Gardner, Dan Gardner, Burnette
Farley, Michael Farley, Oatman Farley and Dickie Farley. Burial was
in Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Ragsdale, 84, Louisville, formerly of North Sixth Street, Murray, died Thursday. April 13, 1995, at 7 p.m. at her home. Her husband, Maynard Ragsdale, died June 10, 1979.

Mrs. Ruby I. Parker, 91, Murray, died Saturday, Apnl 15, 1995, at
5:51 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Grace Baptist Church. Her first husband,
Winfred Hart, her second husband, Thomas N. Parker, one sister and
four brothers preceded her in death. Born June 16, 1903, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of the late Noel Parker Fairris and Etta
Love Jones Fairris.
Survivors include one son, Wallace Hart and wife, Lee, Sunrise,
Fla.; two sisters, Mrs. Lexie Morton, Murray, and Mrs. Zenobia
Grooms, Coco Beach, Fla.; eight grandchildren; several greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will officiate. Burial
will follow in Walker Cemtery in Henry County, Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Monday).

The funeral for Mrs. Charlotte Ann Dunn was Sunday at 3 p.m. in
the chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Kenneth
Puckett officiated. Burial was in Rosebower Cemetery.
Mrs. Dunn, 56, Ledbetter, formerly of Murray, died Thursday, April
13, 1995, at 9:15 p.m. at Livingston County Hospital.
She was a member of Rosebower Baptist Church. Her father
Aloshus Jameson, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Isaac Dunn; one daughter, Mrs.
Shirley Barrow, Ledbetter; two sons, Isaac W. Dunn, Ledbetter, and
Charles Dunn, Paducah; her mother, Mrs. Maggie Alice Thomasson,
Princeton; one bother, Robert Jameson, Benton; five grandchildren.

Murray Middle School has released its honor roll for the third
nine weeks.

Mrs. Mildred Farley Ragsdale
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Researchers identify labor market areas
An MSU graduate student, Mike
most often include people outside a
When a new business begins
particular county or city boundary. Busby, working directly with the
looking at location or expansion, it
project says that the data can show
"We are trying to put together a
needs more than a new building and
trends in the labor force, not just the
managers who are willing to under- 'sphere-of-influence' for each
take such a project. It involves county,to look at workers commut- number of available workers.
"We're looking at the commuting
thorough research to indicate ing patterns," stateed Kind. "People
patterns of Simpson, Ohio,
whether a particular community can come from Illinois, Tennessee, as
McCracken, Calloway, and Warren
support another business and prowell as surrounding counties to
vide the necessary workers.
work at Shawnee or Martin Marietta Counties," said Busby. "We are
trying to link pay scales with comDefining the labor market in an
in McCracken County."
muter mileage."
area is a good starting point for
Kind noted that the MARC re"Just how much do you have to
promoting economic development, search included civilian labor force
and that's what the West Kentucky and county unemployment rates pay to get them to drive from one
Corporation(WKC)is beginning to
county or another to work?"
statistics by state.
do,said Steve Zea, WKC Executive
Director.
WKC is working with the MidAmerica Remote Sensing Center
(MARC)at Murray State University
to provide accurate labor data to the
42-county region it serves.
MARC is a unique information
center that specializes in finding
relationships between certain geographic elements. In the past,
MARC has completed various projects such as hazard sensing along
Limited Lifetime Warranty
earthquake fault lines and population analyses,said Tom Kind,center
director. For the WKC project,
Kind said that the goal is to complete community specific labor
force statistical data for business
development and other purposes.
"If a business wants to locate into
a certain area," stated Kind, "we
want to provide statistical data to
document whether there is a sufficient labor force base to get that
company's work done."
Zea explained that the project
was undertaken because labor data
in this region is often out of date or
incomplete.
"With many of our communities
in west Kentucky bordering other
states it is sometimes hard to get an
accurate labor count," said Zea.
"Kentucky does notcollect statistics
from neighboring states, therefore
the data we have only shows part of
the labor supply."
"Additionally," explained Zea,
"standard labor data tends to show
only the unemployed; it does not
show those seeking work or the
underemployed. It is our intent to
provide quality information for our
communities so that they may be
All Wood- No Particle Board!
able to better promote their town to
prospective or existing businesses."
48"
According to zea, the . unique
geography and commuting patterns
60"
$149
of workers in this region makes it
important to look at data from
72"
$159
Tennessee, Illinois, Missouri and
Indiana.
Your
Choice
"This is a means of displaying
statistical information," Zea said.
"The mapping will provide visual
pictures of the labor market."
Using Paducah as an example,
Zea pointed out that the maps will

In addition to finding journeyto-work data,a goal of the project is
to define the number of people who
are underemployed.
"There is a strong belief that
many people are not employed at
their full potential," said Zea.
"People are either not working
enough hours or are not employed
up to their maximum skill level."
"If we know the true competency
of our work force, then we can
market our region's education and
training levels," added Zea.

Busby pointed out that US Census and Housing Department figures were providing much of the
needed data.
"I'm trying to find a formula
where numbers can be plugged in
continually to generate this information, he explained. "This doesn't
have a lot of usability if it's not only
a one shot deal."
Kind stated that another goal of
the project is to provide a monthly
map of the available labor force in
the 42 counties and the border

counties in adjoining states.
"This information will not only
be available to communities to help
with their marketing efforts," said
7
-ea, "but they can be used for
community, transportation and
tourism planning and development
purposes."
"We intend to make copies of
these maps available to our communities, to the Economic Development Cabinet in Frankfort, and
anyone who needs them for planning and development," said Zea.
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California feud
leads to 3 deaths
COVELO, Calif. (AP) — As
long as anyone can remember,
the Brittons and Lincolns have
hated each other.
They've had fist fights, brawls
and drive-by shootings. Even
their children throw stones at one
another.
But there were never any,
deaths — until now.
Relatives, friends and neighbors say the family feud — a disagreement compared to the Hatfields and McCoys — is behind
the deaths Friday night of two
men and a deputy caught in the
middle.
"The violence has gone beyond family members and has
ended in a deputy, really an innocent bystander, being killed
because of a long-standing
feud," Mendocino County District Attorney Susan Massini said.
Friday's skirmish began around
6 p.m. in the parking lot of
Covelo High School on a remote
Northern California Indian reservation, an hour's drive from the
nearest movie or stoplight.
Deputies found Reginald Britton, 48, sitting dead in his car
with several bullet wounds. He
was gunned down by one of three
people who drove up then sped
off, Sheriff James Tuso said.
Within an hour deputies
arrested Lesley and Catherine
Lincoln after witnesses identified
them.
Around 10 p.m., deputies spotted another Lincoln family member, Leonard Francisco Peters,
carrying a rifle on a road west of
Covelo. Peters, 46, refused to
drop his gun, and officers killed
him during an exchange of gunfire, police said.
Moments later, as deputies
approached Peters' body, someone started shooting from nearby
bushes. Sheriff's Deputy George
Robert Davis, 49, was killed in
the ensuing gun battle.
Arlis Peters, Leonard Peters'
brother, was arrested Saturday
morning, police said.
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HOUSTON (AP) — Top-ranked Steffi Graf routed
Sweden's Asa Carlsson 6-1, 6-1 in the Houston
Women's Championships on Sunday to improve to
18-0 in 1995. It was typical of her week's work at
Westside Tennis Club.

MURRAY

SPORTS

7 1995

B
Today's Sports

• BASEBALL: Calloway al Murray — 530
• SOFTBALL: Calloway vs Murray — 430
• TENNIS: Murray at Graves Co — 4
Mayfield at Calloway — 4

McCullum seeks Murray State baton
Florida assistant says execution
in halfcourt key to giant slaying

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Florida assistant coach Robert McCollum, loft, talks to Racer fan Marion Brown after his press conference on
Saturday morning in the Currie Center.

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Though he emphasized executing in the halfcourt, Candidate
No. 3 — Robert McCullum —
knows he'll have to do some running to continue Murray State's
tradition.
"To take this program forward,
and that's why I'm here, that's
why you have these candidates
coming in, is to take the baton
from Scotty Edgar and run faster
than he was running," said
McCullum, a Florida assistant.
"He ran pretty fast. But the ptogram is either going to go up or
down. That's a fact of life. So it's
my job to take it and run faster,
and take it further."
McCullum, 38, was on campus
Friday and Saturday interviewing
for the head men's basketball
coaching position, left open when
Scott Edgar was hired at Duquesne University on April 4.
McCullum has spent five years

at Florida, helping Lon Kruger
take the Gators to the 1994 Final
Four and the 1992 NIT Final
Four.
A career assistant coach,
McCullum gave a well-prepared
and well thought out presentation
to approximately 30 specators
and media members in the Curris
Center Theater Saturday morning.
And, he made it clear he's
ready to become a head coach.
"First and foremost, it's an
opportunity to become a head
coach," said McCullum. "I'm not
one that's interested in being an
assistant coach all my life. It
doesn't appeal to me. There's a
saying in .the Russian army:
'Every soldier wants to be a general. And, any soldier that
doesn't want to be a general is
not much of a soldier.' And, I'd
like to think of myself as a good
soldier.

Murray State has. I want to be
apart of that and build on that."
Beginning with positions at
South Alabama, Samford and
Southern Illinois, McCullum
hooked up with Kruger in 1989 at
Kansas State. After one year
there, McCullum followed Kruger to Gainseville, Fla.,
Though Florida plays a halfcourt, slow tempo style, McCullum said he knows what has to be
done in Murray.
"I'm aware of how they've
played, what many may describe
as the 94-foot game. Players
enjoy playing that way, and fans
enjoy watching that style of
play," he said. "To me, more
importantly, the players that we
would inherit are best suited for
that style of play."
But, McCullum was also clear
on what the Racers need when
they step onto the national stage,
like they did this past season in

"Secondly, I'm well aware of
the outstanding tradition that • See Page 28

Red Sox slugger Canseco walks fine line
By JIMMY GOLEN
AP Sports Writer
FORT MYERS, Fla. (AP) —
Jose Canseco has a knack for
drawing attention.
This time, the Boston Red Sox
slugger used that ability to help
draw attention to major league
umpires,
The locked-out umpires were
attracting little attention with
their informational picketing until
Canseco hung a sign around his
neck and joined them.
All of the sudden, there was a

crowd. And Canseco said Sunday
he hopes his gesture will help
send the replacement umpires the
way of replacement players.
"I would love to have an
impact," he said. "The game has
to be complete."
Eight umpires walked the picket lines before Boston's game
against Texas. They wore signs
that said "Scabs Go Home" and
"Major League Umpires are
Locked Out," and handed out
leaflets that began "We love the
great game of Baseball!!!"

line is we're all professionals.

Umpires add muscle
"The players are the game and
they deserve the right to showcase their enormous talent in a
scab-free playing environment,"
the leaflet said. "Their performance will surely suffer as a
result of inferior officiating."
Canseco said he didn't know
the umpires would be picketing
until he got a message in the
clubhouse from AL umpire John

Hirschbeck, a friend whom he
has worked with on charity
events. So the Red Sox designated hitter and designated
attention-getter came out of the
clubhouse to help out.
"I knew he'd come out,"
Hirschbeck said. "It goes to
show you right there that one of
the prime players in the game is
standing behind us. The bottom

Exhibition games have been
going on with replacement
umpires since the beginning of
spring training, when owners
began using replacement players.
Former major and minor
league umps, along with college
and high school amateurs, are
calling the games. A similar
group is set to work starting on
opening day on April 25 if the
major league umpires and owners
do not settle.

The same way that we don't want
scab players out there, they don't
want scab umpires."
Canseco, believed to be the
first big leaguer to walk the picket line with the umpires, said
spending eight months on strike
helped him appreciate the
umpires' plight.
"You always argue balls and
strikes in the heat of the moment.
This is different," he said.
"You're talking' about people's
• See Page 28
livelihoods."

Pippen sneaks past
New York's defense
Pippen collects 29
in Chicago victory
By
MIKE NADEL
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — That the New York
Knicks paid extra attention to Michael Jordan
was no surprise. That they didn't pay enough
attention to Scottie Pippen was very surprising — to Jordan.
"It's really mind-boggling that you can
forget about a talent like his," Jordan said
Sunday after Pippen scored 25 of his 29
points in the first half of the Chicago Bulls'
111-90 victory.
"Everybody was thinking about me scoring
57, 60 or whatever, but they forgot about
Scottie Pippen. He should be considered for
MVP of this league."
Jordan, who scored a superhuman 55 points
in Chicago's 113-111 victory at New York
two weeks ago, was a mere mortal this time.

He had 28 points on 8-of-19 shooting, the
sixth time in six home games since coming
out of retirement that he missed more shots
than he made. Jordan is shooting 34 percent at
the United Center.
Jordan did make what coach Phil Jackson
called "the biggest shot of the game ... a rainmaker that bailed us out of a shot-clock
violation."
The Knicks pulled to 93-83 with 5:23 to
play and Charles Smith blocked shots by Toni
Kukoc and Jordan before Jordan made a higharching, 15-foot fadeaway from the left baseline just as the 24-second clock sounded. The
Bulls then pulled away for their ninth victory
in 10 games.'
"As soon as I got it, instinctively, I knew I
had to get it right back up," Jordan said. "It
probably was the most memorable shot I've
II See Page 28
Chicago Bulls star Scottie Pippen, shown
defending Charles Bartley, scored 29 points
against New York.

Tigers still unbeaten; sweep Ballard
Laker tennis
falls at PTHS
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
LA CENTER — Murray's
baseball team remained undefeated on the year with a doubleheader sweep at Ballard Memorial Saturday.
The Tigers downed Ballard 4-1
and 13-4 to move to 7-0 on the
season, setting up today's showdown with Calloway County at
Ty Holland Stadium at 5:30.
In Saturday's first game, Jason

West had a three-run double in
the fourth inning to put Murray
up 3-1. Ethan Crum then homered in the fifth inning to seal the
win for the Tigers.
Murray out-hit Ballard 6-5.
West was 2-for-2. John David
Poynor was the winning pitcher.
The second game wasn't nearly
as close as Murray out-hit Ballard
10-4 and took advantage of seven
Bomber errors.
Murray score four runs in both
the first and third innings for an
8-4 edge, then tacked on three in
the fourth inning and two more in
the fifth for the easy win.
Ryan Vanover had a three-run
homer for Murray while Preston

Weatherly and Richie Edwards
both had solo shots. Weatherly
was 2-for-3 with three RBIs.
Robert Weatherly was the winning pitcher.
Tennis
PADUCAH — Calloway
County's tennis teams took a big
hit Friday as both the boys and
girls squads lost 9-0 at Paducah
Tilghman.
In boys play, No. I Peter
O'Rourke fell 8-2, Matt Roberts
lost 8-0 at No. 2, Andrew
O'Rourke fell 8-0 at No. 3, No. 4
Tom Richter lost 8-4, No. 5 Brian
Meurer lost 8-1 and sixth seed
Ben Binford lost 8-6.

In doubles, Andrew O'Rourke
and Richter lost 8-2, Peter
O'Rourke and Roberts fell 8-1
and Meurer and Binford dropped
an 8-3 decision.
On the girls side, Juli Yoo lost
8-3 at No. 1 singles, Erin Grogan
lost 8-2 at No. 2, third seed Whitney Price lost 8-1, No. 4 Ann
Taylor fell 8-3, Kylie Johnson
lost 8-2 at No. 5 and Kelley Travis lost her match 8-2.
In doubles play, Yoo and Johason lost 8-3, Taylor and Travis
dropped a 9-8 decision (7-5 in a
tiebreaker) and Grogan and Bradford lost 8-4.
Calloway hosts Mayfield today
at 4.

Eastern bats bomb
MSU 11-5 in finale
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Just as they have several
times before, Murray State rallied in the bottom of the ninth
for five runs. Only in games
past, the 'Breds had been within
striking distance when making a
last-ditch effort.
Murray State saw Eastern
Kentucky pound out 17 hits on
Sunday en route•to a 11-5 victory. Coupled with their late
rally in Game 2 on Friday,
Eastern won the key Ohio Valley Conference series 2-1.

Murray State fell to 16-22
overall and 6-6 in the OVC.
Head coach Mike Thieke said
the two losses were not disastrous to the 'Breds goal of placing in the top four and reaching
the OVC Tournament.
"We have nine games left. I
told the team that what happened this weekend won't
determine our destiny," Thieke
said after, Saturday's loss. "It
will determine what kind of
character we have, not what
III See Page 28
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Floyd coasts to seniors championship
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
PALM BEACH GARDENS,
Az. (AP) — Ray Floyd's memory is just fine, thank you, and
that's not at all what Lee Trevino
wanted.
"He has a good memory. I
thought maybe he would have
forgotten what happened to him
last year," Trevino said Sunday.
Now Floyd can forget the 1994
back-nine collapse that let Trevino grab the PGA Seniors title
from his faltering grasp.
This time, Floyd played almost
flawless golf — finishing with a
string of 14 consecutive pars —
and confirmed his stature as one

Floyd forgets past
of the game's great front-runners
as he convened a two-stroke lead
into a five-shot victory, the
largest winning margin on the
Senior Tour this year.
"He started great and then just
sort of coasted in," Trevino
summarized.
It marked the fifth time Floyd
has won in the six Senior Tour
events he has led or shared the
lead going into the final round.
While Trevino hoping for a
repeat of the finishing troubles
that plagued Floyd last year,
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had in this arena."
But it was Pippen who got the
Bulls to the double-digit lead
they maintained for most of the
game.
Pippen, who hadn't played
since last Tuesday because of the
flu, was 11-of-13 with four
rebounds, four steals and four
assists as Chicago took a 67-47
halftime lead.
"I like to see Scottie on a roll
like that," Jordan said. "I try not

FROM PAGE 1B
kind of characters we may
have."
MSU won Friday's first game
5-3, but blew a late lead in
Game 2 in a 5-4 loss. On Saturday, the colonels crossed the
plate five times in the fifth
inning to take an 8-0 lead and
never looked back.
'Breds starter Adam Wilson
took the loss after going four
innings and allowing three runs.
Reliever Todd Hollowell allowed nine hits in three and onethird innings pitched.
"I really didn't think our
pitching was that bad," said
Thieke. "A couple of balls had
eyes and that changed the complexion of the game.
"This is a day that has been

(Hint: It's not the flick of a button)
4111

coming. We've been coming
along, but every now and then a
game comes along like this. We
didn't come out and want the
game bad enough."
Down 11-0, the Thoroughbreds rallied for five runs in the
bottom of the ninth behind
home runs from Matt Fletcher
and Tom O'Brien.
Fletcher, who went 4-for-5,
also had two doubles.
The 'Breds play at Southern
Illinois Tuesday.

LOCAL SOCCER

MHS girls soccer meeting May 4
The Murray High School girls soccer program will have an
organizational meeting Thursday, May 4 from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
at the high school cafeteria.
This meeting is for all Murray High and Murray Middle
School students who are interested in playing varsity and
junior varsity soccer during the coming fall season. All
parents of prospective players are urged and encouraged to
attend this meeting along with their student-athlete daughters.

MSU GOLF

Lady Racers fifth at own invitational
Murray State's Lady Racers finished fifth in the seventeam Murray State Lady Racer Invitational at Miller Memorial Golf Course this past weekend.
The Lady Racers wound up with a team score of 673.
Southern Mississippi won the 36-hole event at 642, followed
by Alabama-Birmingham, 648; Eastern Kentucky, 658; Tennessee Tech, 667; Murray State; Mobile, 678; and Bellannine,
758. Central Methodist withdrew from the tournament after
the first day.
Individually, Brandi Stevenson led Murray State with a
two-round total of 154, good for third overall.

Racers take ninth at Eagle Classic
GILBERTSVILLE — Murray State's men's golf team
wound up ninth in the 15-team Eagle Golf Classic at Kentucky Dam Village State Park Golf Course this past
weekend.
Murray State wound up with a three-day total of 900, one
stroke better than 10th place Austin Peay.
Northern Kentucky won the event with a team total of
879, followed by Cincinnati, Morehead and SEMO tied for
third, Tennessee Tech and Western Kentucky tied for fifth,
Illinois State, Tennessee State, Murray State, Austin Peay,
UT-Martin, Butler, Bellarmine, Detroit Mercy and Dayton.
Individually for Murray State, Jason Lancaster led the way
with a total score of 218 to finish in a four-way tie for
third overall.

their 80-70 loss to North Carolina
in the first round of the NCAA
Tournament.
"In order to consistently win
games against teams whose talent
level is as good, or against teams
of greater talent, you must be
able to execute on the halfcourt," said McCullum. "No ifs,
ands or buts about it...What about
teams you're not supposed to
beat? You go up and play Purdue
next year, you're not going to
score 90 points against Purdue.
You can forget that. But I didn't
say we can't beat them. You've

Cs Snip, lip. Rip
Snip, Clip, Rip — pleasant sounds when you're a newspaper advertiser. Because
your message gets action. Results. Used.
Before you send your advertising dollars packing,invest your money wisely,invest
in newspaper advertising. 1.9 million Kentucky shoppers can't be wrong...and you

won't either by putting your message right in the hands of your customers.

Newspaper advertising -it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button.
To Advertise in Murray and Calloway County's
#1 News Source Call 753-1916 Today.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray
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No. 1 Agassi defeated in tourney
TOKYO (AP) — Jim Courier spoiled Andre Agassi'-s debut
as the world's No. 1 player, outslugging him 6-3, 6-4 to
win the Japan Open on Sunday.
Courier has won seven of 11 meetings with Agassi, but
the two had not played since Courier won in the quarterfinals of the 1992 U.S. Open. It was Courier's first victory
over a top-10 player in 10 months.
LEGAL

•McCullum...
FROM PAGE 1B

CLAS:

TENNIS

got to be able to execute in the
halfcourt."
During his nearly hour-long
press conference, McCullum
spoke less of basketball and more
of life away from the basketball
court for his players.
"If all that Murray State wants
is someone to coach basketball,
then I'm not so sure I'm the best
person. I'm about more than that.
I see the big picture," he
explained.
McCullum played collegiately
at Seminole Junior College and
Birmingham Southern. The Birmingham, Ala., native and his
wife, Cheryl, have two children.

Need Line Golf
Tournament
Saturday, April 22nd
at Kenlake State Resort Park

•
-

1

to disrupt it. I try to complement
it. You worry about me so much,
this guy is the one who is really
hurting you."
Pippen finished with eight
rebounds, seven steals and five
assists. Kukoc added 20 points
and 10 assists in the best game
the Jordan-Pippen-Kukoc trio has
had.
"The Bulls were going by us
left and right," said New York
coach Pat Riley, whose team had
a five-game winning streak
snapped.

•'Breds...

What's the most frequent
sounds you'll hear from a
newspaper reader?

,

Floyd, now the winner of 10
Senior Tour events, said the victory was built on two factors: a
6-foot par-saving puu on the fifth
hole — "anything could have
happened there; I could have lost
two strokes," he said — and
"basically, no one mounted a
challenge."
Jim Albus, a long time club
pro, twice closed within three
strokes on the front, but played
the back in 40 and was not a factor down the stretch.

•Pippen...

Sponsored By:

a

Floyd said he wasn't even thinking about it.
"I put that behind me a year
ago," he said. "I do not play in
the past. I play in the present."
And he was very, very satisfied
with the present.
"I'm thrilled; very happy with
my performance," Floyd said
after a solid, bogey-free, frontrunning 70 produced a 277 total,
11-under par on the Champion
course at the PGA Resort.
Floyd, who had three runnerup finishes but no wins coming

into this one, birdied the third
hole from about 15 feet and the
fourth from 8, then slammed the
door with the long string of pars.

Sports Briefs

The Murray Ledger and Times congratulates the following
individuals, churches and business organizations for being sponsors of this community fund raising event.
Board of Directors-Playhouse In The
Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
Park
The Murray Insurance Agency
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Purdom Motors, Inc.
Gregory, Easley & Blankenship, Walter's Pharmacy
Carroll Tire & Wheel Alignment
Attorneys
Boone's Inc. Laundry & Cleaners
Hurt and Jones, Attorneys
Hilliard Lyons
Immanuel Lutheran Church
Hoffman's Nursery, Inc.
Murray's Pier 1 Imports
English Farms, Inc.
The Gallery of Murray, Inc.
Miller Funeral Homes
Christian Science Church
Williams Radiator & Glass, Inc.
Lovett's BP
Murray Supply Company, Inc.
Ed's Wheel Alignment, Inc.
Peoples First of Calloway County
Farris Auction Company
Major Pharmaceuticals: Murray, KY Big Apple Cafe, Inc.
Bameu's Wheel Alignment
Murray Cablevision
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home, Inc. People's Bank of Murray, KY
Wal-Mart
Garland's Professional Painting
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury, Inc. Sears Roebuck & Company
Murray Lumber Company, Inc.
Holland Drug
First Presbyterian Church
Terry's Decorating, Inc.
Murray Florist, Inc.
MicroAge Computer Center
Brenda's Beauty Salon
Pagliai's Pizza
United Commonwealth Bank. FSB Jimmy & Elna Rickman
Charlie's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank
Jerry Humphreys Heat and Air
Shawn Jones Masonry
Jane H. Rogers State Farm Insurance St. John's Episcopal Church
South Pleasant Grove United Murray Plaza Motel
Rite Aid
Methodist Church
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Lassiter Plaster Co., Inc.
Bill Ai Pat Page
Church
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods
Need Line, a United Way agency, provides a community service to
all of Murray, and Calloway County.
If you wish to play in this event, call Tournament Chairperson
Everett L. Craig 753-3317 or Need Line 753-6333.

In his meeting with the players,
McCullum cited individual statistics of several Racers. He's also
done his homework on what the
key to success is at Murray State
in terms of future wins and
losses.
"First, you've got to have
someone here that can recruit,
that can steal a player every year,
better than what you should
have," said McCullum. "You've
got to be able to have a player
that people say, 'How in the
world did Murray State get him?
Vandy wanted him. Tennessee
wanted him badly.'"
"Secondly, when you get kids
that are at the talent level of the
OVC, you've got to be able to
work with them in such a way
that they become better players
than what their talent level says."
McCullum envisions Murray
State playing a schedule that
includes Division I teams from
the region — Louisville, Kentucky, Memphis, Western
Kentucky.
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Canseco...
FROM PAGE 1B
"You saw what the game was
like without the real players,"
Canseco told the autograph seekers who surrounded him. "It's
going to be the same thing without the real umpires."
Umpires are asking for a 53
percent raise during four years.
Owners have offered about 12
percent. Also, the umpires want
to be paid more for working
twice as many playoff games
because of baseball's new divisional format.
Many managers and players
have complained about the quality of the umpiring this spring.
Red Sox manager Kevin Kennedy
complained about several blown
calls in Saturday's game — even
some that went in his favor.
"They're out of position. They
don't know where to go," Voltaggio said. "It's really not their
fault. They're not professional
umpires."
Hirschbeck was less
understanding.
"It's terrible, just like they
are," he said. "They're scabs.
They can't do our jobs. They
couldn't make it to the big
leagues. They all got fired and
now they think ... I don't know.
If it's money, then they're prostituting themselves."
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cara of Thanks
in Memory
Lost & Forjn

insurance
Exterminating
Busness Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
280 Motplie Homes for Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
300
Business Rentals
310
Wont To Pent
320
Apartments For Rent
330
Rooms For Rent
3410
Houses For Pent
For Rent or Lease
360

470
480
485
490
495
503
510
520

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

Hwy. 1824 & 484 • 753-1934
Open 7 Days A Week

season, 6 a.m.-7

p.m.

Proprawors: Gary & Brenda Crawford
44anging Baskets
-Sodding Planta
-Groceries
•Vispotable Mr* •Pcskig Sol
-Deli Meat
-Garden Seed
.Cow Manure
-Sandwiches
-Shrubs
•Cminess Mulch
-Sunday Paducah Si,
Courier Journal
•Treiss
-Grow Mix
AGNS
-Hummingbird Feeders
-Ferns
•Trellie

- Open Easter Sunclay -

155

150
165
170
800
195
20D
210
220
240
260
380

Nodes

CANCER
INSURANCE

PSYCHIC reading by Sue.
$1.00 per
502-335-3004
minute

'free iocal claim service'

REDUCE:Bum off fat while
you sleep, Take Opal,
available Holland Drug,
109 S. 4th St., Murray.

Sports Equipment
Firewood
tvi.scal
MIscelia^eous
T v & Pod,o
Pets & Supphes

blockrordrosgab.
clarions Tgs

•

Flt.

Node&

ILO COI 4C,

Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

411111=1111111
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LEGAL NOTICE

Listed below are individuals,firms and corporations who have failed to
pay 1994 City of Murray property taxes. The amount set opposite the
property owners name is the amount of delinquent taxes, penalty and
interest. In addition to that amount, a 83.00 publication charge will be
added each time the delinquent account is published. Unpaid property
taxes become a lien upon the described properties until paid in full. The
City of Murray utilizes the tax foreclosure method authorized by KRS
91.481 - 91.527 for collection of unpaid taxes effective July 1, 1995.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

Amount Due

Allbritten, V.N.; 75; 2-4-12/1609 Miller
Anderson, Erik & Lillith; 114; Tangibles/Anderson Elec.
Barfield, Virginia; 235; 4-1-6/102 So. 15th
Ballard, Peggy N., do Dennis R. McKnight; 216;
7-5-5/1103 Mulberry
Barnett, John H.; 247; 7-12-23/417 So. 9th

177.69
241.75
223.05

12.98

Benky, Tony; 332; Trailer/Riviera Cts

21.03

Bogard, Dale; 421; Trailer/Coach Estates

Bowden, Tony; 469; Trailer/Coach Estates
Boyd, Charlotte; 478; 5-18-10/512 So. 13th
Brandon, Frankie; 517; 6-11-13/400 No. 8th
Bray, Timmy Lee; 576; Trailer/Riviera Ct..
Burke, Norine; 666; Trailer/Coach Estateek
Bushrod, Clara M. Cole; 685; Trailer/Riviera
Catlett, George E.; 821; 10-26-11A/Cherry
Catlett*, Yvonne; 822; 10-26-14/707 So. 3rd
Cavitt, Gloria; 826; 9-15-6/205 Spruce

97.11

36.24
334.47
343.21
65.07
57.07
55.06
26.51
43.21
120.41
26.51
21.65
16.18
327.29

Colson, Roger D.; 1012; 8-13-26/607 Broad
Count, James S., Jr.; 1062; Trailer/Riviera
Crocker, Harold Ray; 1116; Trailer/Riviera

136.31
57.07
105.12

0inningham, Mike; 1161; 51-120/Off Hwy. 121 S.

135.48

D & M Market; 1182; Tangibles

49.90

Dixon, Diana; 1286; Trailer/Riviera Ct.

65.07

Dossett, Diana; 1303; Trailer/Riviera Ct

29.05

Dunbar, Ella Est.; 1350; 10-26-15/709 So. 3rd
Duncan, Jeffrey L.; 1353; 4-11-38/321 Irvan
Dunnaway, Wile.; 1380; 9-9-15
Eblen, Larry A.; 1395; 7-20-29/501 Broad
Eldridge, Brenda; 1417; Trailer/Riviera
Elkins, R.D.; 1432; 1-14-11/1613 Hamilton
Ellison, Anna & Richard Reed; 1454; 6-13-7/315 No. 7th
Ellison, Anna & Richard Reed; 1455; 9-6-5/321 No. 5th..
Ervin Lag. Co. Inc.; 1470; Tangibles

30.50
306.6;
.550.09
307.41
43.04
72.65
285.78
239.77
14.99

56C

MISCELLANEOUS
Puni,c Sale
For Trace
Free Column

570

Wanted

40
540

753-1137

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

41.03
177.29
307.41
279.34
12.98

Gearheart, Larry B.; 1822; Trailer/Riviera

101.12

Hale, Brad; 1980; Trailer/Fox Meadows
Haley, Jeffrey Lynn; 1996; 10-3-2/507 Poplar
Hall, Howard; 2003; Trailer/Riviera Ct.
Harding, Bert
do Willie Foster; 2031; 9-31-16A/No. 2nd
Harp, Mary Beth; 2046: 2-5-17/104 No. 17th

Deadline's ors 2days
hr advancol

57.53
65.07
180.08
19.01
16.18
300.22

Hobbs, William; 2204; 9-5-20/400 No. 6th

713.22

Hopkins, J.L.; 2266; 5-27-3/1602 Sycamore

979.80

Hornbuckle, James; 2295; 9-23-13/506 No. Cherry
Hornbuckle, James; 2296; 9-5-28/504 No. 6th
Hornbuckle, James; 2297; 10-3-10/502 Elm
Hornbuckle, James; 2299; 11-20-6/1310 Kirkwood
Houk, Bonnie; 2321; 42-43A/1604 Wiswell
Duncan, Julie; 2338; Trailer/Riviera

163.3
111.65
180.08
534.98
309.38
29.05

Hubbard, Louise
do Terra Coats; 2351; 9-27-3/409 No. lit
Hudspeth, Lindsey; 2366; 9-24-12/404 Cherry
Hutcherson, Clifford, Jr.; 2438; 9-30-12A/104 Spruce
J J & Co.; 2489; Tangibles
Jenkins, Wanda; 2635; 7-12-13/418 So. 8th

Keller, Darold; 2681; 7-13-16/712 Poplar
Kelly, Sean; 2691; Trailer/Fox Meadows
Kentex, Inc.; 2707; Tangibles
King, Jerry D.; 2756; 9-30-2/209 Pine
Ladon, Ltd.; 2825; Tangibles
Lamb Plumbing & Mech.; 2841; Tangibles
Landrum, Gloria, Willia
Clovis & Cathina; 2857; 10-21-4/202 Mulberry
Latimer, Richard &
Richard Warren Latimer; 2898; 10-31-6/300 Sycamore
Lee, Hosae & et al; 2923; 43F-5-9/1575 Mockingbird
Lil Chicago Inc.; 2947; Tangibles
Lynns Lawn Service; 3007; Tangibles

Help
Wanted
AVON earn $8-$14/hr. Full
or part time No door to
door 1-800-827-4640 IND/
REP

COMPUTER users
needed. Wort own hours
S20K E $50K/yr. 24 Hours
714-251-3311x486.

060

Wanted
NOW hiring day cooks &
car hops. Apply in person
Sonic Drive In, Murray.

Angie's Shrubs & Ideas
Save on top quality shrubbery, trees,
annual flowers and vegetable plants.
Were open late.
Hours:
M-F 4:00-7:30 p.m.; Wed. 3:30-6 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Wiswell Rd. past SW school, turn right at 4way stop, 3rd house on left. Watch for sign!
Owners. Charlie Giessen & Angie (Pasoan) Gisson

753-6773 after 3:30 for Information

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

Miller, Robert G.; 3356; 5-7-1/1519 Johnson

419.61

Murray Newspapers Inc.
do William Hobbs; 3508; 9-12-4/105 No. 4th
Najdek, Ch'arles J.; 3537; 2-8-3/1613 Farmer

247.72
355.15

21.14

Harrison, Darren C.; 2070; 41U-3-2/1612 & 1614 Campbell ....49.05

16.18
77.43
60.71
20.71
145.07

37.03
22.62
522.24
41.03
357.57
129.15
104.77
1,586.44
26.51
764.96
.568.88
32.48
26.51

Main Street Frame Shop; 3031; Tangibles
Maness, Sondra; 3037; Trailer/Coach Estates
Marshall, Kurt; 3057; Trailer/Coach Estates

31.24
45.05
69.09

McCoy, -James P.; 3149; 11-13-20/1303 Doran

858.85

McManamy, Jerry L.; 3242; 10-14-5/2elt Poplar

Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.

Editor's Not. Public Notice •dviertiseise ploys a unique role both in Amitotic/in
history arid in the process by which this country's democracy is preserved. Its
themselves
one premise is thet people must be informed if they are to g
competently. Public Notice advertising first came into being with the Congress
ef 1792. That body, recognising its responsibility to the peohle.seawited the
Postmaster General to edvertise for bids for the construction of new post offices.
From that inauspicious beginning to the complex publication requirenienh in
federal, store end local laws todey, government officials have come more and
more to understand their obligations to inform the public through Public Notice
edvertisina. Newspapers over the veers have been the vehicle by which these
obligotions have been fulfilled. They will continue to be •s long as the public
densands Hier it be informed frequently •nJ by the best mirens

Farmer, Jo Ann & Carl; 1530; Trailer/Riviera Ct.
Feulner, Walther & Dorothy; 1590; 7-9-3/400 So. 9th
Fox, Jerry D.; 1668; 9-5-17/502 Pine
Games, Marc D.; 1751; 41E-8/914 Bee Creek
Gammons, L.D.; 1754; 9-30-1A/Pine

McDonald's Corp.; 3181; 3-15-5/107 No. 12

OFFICE HOURS-,

060

WATKINS! World- famous
products; extracts, spices,
personal care plus. FREE
mail- order catalog. Call
1-502-395-1913. Cindy. Independent Representative.

Jones, Steve; 2650; Trailer/Coach Estates
Jones, William G.; 2656; Trailer/Riviera Ct
Church of God In Christ; 889; 9-23-11/502 No. Cherry
Churchill, Max H.; 892; 51-71/717 So. 4th
Coats, Terra; 932; 9-27-4/407 No. 1st
Colson, Cleo; 1006; 2-8-1/1621 Farmer

Homes For So

Fringe Benefits

204.94
266.03

Beaugard, Georgia; 302; Spruce

Real Estate
_axe Property
Lots For Sae
a,,,,s For Sae

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
Open 5pm. Closed
Mon.-Tues. Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks. Dine-in or
carry out. 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804.
RUTH'S See n Sew will be
selling used name brand
clothes Mon- Sat, 9am5pm. We also do ahembons. 121 Bypass Murray.
753-6981.

Gilbert, Johonna; 1847; 9-29-2/Ash
Gilson Auto Rebuilders; 1857; Tangibles

1994 CITY OF MURRAY DELINQUENT TAXES
Name, Bill No., Map Location/Address

LEGAL NOTICE

Home Loans

753-2031

"BECAUSE

LEGAL NOTICE

fvlotifie Homes For So e
For Sae of Lease

Ful Sot Acylt Nails
$20
Hot Wax Manicure $13

Electronic Repair
Sound System
Installation
home comm.rci.ik

NOTICES
PUBLIC
THE PEOPLE-MUST KNOW"

LEGAL NOTICE

REAL ESTATE SALES

270
365
420
430
435
643
453
463

Notice

Audio Services

CLASSIFIED

MasterCard

Advertisers are requested to
check the first insedlon of
their adofor any error. Murray
lodger & Rams veil be responsible for only one Incorrect legation. Alty OWN
should be repotted knatedbahoy so correciong con be
mode.

1520

Nodes

/ ALPINE.
sC

Home Furnisrings
Anraues
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equ,pment

(12n

Notice

No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy. For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sale or T'OCie
War-it To Buy
Articles ;or Sae
Appionces

'
43
150

020

Notice

ALMO FOOD MART

SERVICES
080
230
250
290
5X

02n

FAYE'S new location, 308 MEET quality singles Down
N. 12th between LA opbcal Home
Singles
& Animal Hospital, across 615_993_ 2000
from YMCA. 753-7743.

CALL 753-1916

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Childcare
Sttuation Wonted
Bueness Opportunity
instruction

060
070
090
130
110

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & SuppOtes
Poultry & SuPPlies
Produce
Feed & Seed

020

Extended hours thru planong

Aj)JUSTMENT,

TO PLACE
AN AD

1,863.06
68.69

Overby, James 0. & Dorothy E.; 3707; 6-5-3/1113 Olive

75.06

Parham, John; 3757; 10-26-10/507 Cherry
Partee, Gladys Mae; 3831; 9-24-11/420 Cherry
Pavelonis, George; 3868; Trailer/Riviera
Perry, Rudolph; 3907; 9-26-5/Ash St.
Perry, Willie; 3913; 9-24-4/407 L.P. Miller
Perry, Willie D.; 3914; 42G-3E/1505 Doran
Perry, Willie Earl; 3917; 9-29-8/408 N 1st

64.70
48.81
25.03
12.19
86.18
.516.01
73.44

Phelps, Edwin R.; 3926; 9-5-26/500 No. 6th
Pickens, James B.; 3944; 42M-6-9/1101 Berkshire
Poe, Donald; 3970; Trailer/Riviera Ct.
Poe, Joseph Dr. Jr.; 3971; 9-26-5A/114 Ash
Poyner, Wendell; 4002; Trailer/Riviera Ct
Prescott, Linda J.; 4004; 8-3-3/1101 Story
Pridemore, James L.; 4011; 2-9-16/210 So. 16th
Pritchett, Nathan; 4013; Trailer/Fox Meadows
Randazzo, Amber; 4069; Trailer/Fox Meadows
Reed, Betty & Richard; 4125; 9-6-8/315 No. 5th
Reed, Neal; 4142; 9-27-11/404 L.P. Miller
Reid, Richard; 4148; Trailer/Riviera
Rhoades, Virginia; 4162; 1-9-6/803 No. 17th

.375.03
811.98
41.03
12.98
17.02
248.51
350.47
121.13
51.05
155.85
77.43
37.03
282.74

Rippy, Terry D.; 4194; 1-23-12/1606 Miller
Roberts, Jayson; 4238; Trailer/Riviera Ct
Ross, Thelma Johnson; 4364; 1-11-14/1656 Calloway
Sanchez, Stephen; 4441; 7-19-30/409 So. 8th

363.89
15.01
300.22
153.83

Satterwhite, Rex; 4468; Trailer/Coach Estates
Seafood Express Inc.; 4524; Tangibles

65.07
143.71

Singleton, J.
do Lindell Singleton; 4623; 9-30-10
Skinner, Ernestine
do J. Allen & K. Skinner; 4628; 9-27-9/206 Pine
Skinner, John W.; 4629; 10-26-14A/201 Mulberry
Smith, Benita J.; 4635; 9-19-11/204 No. Cherry

111.65
220.66
282.74

Smith, Judy; 4658; Trailer/Riviera Ct.
Spradling, James & Tammy; 4736; Trailer/Riviera
Stanley, Dale Wayne; 4753; 7-7-29/213 So. 11th
Stockwell, Bill; 4792; 4-8-12/104 So. 13th
Stone, Dorothy Lawrence; 4810; Trailer/Riviera Ct.
Story, Kenneth; 4817; Trailer/Coach Estates
Taylor, Russell; 4933; Trailer/Coach Estates
Thomas, Jerry; 4945; Trailer/Riviera Ct.

23.41
80.02
291.48
335.25
25.03
25.03
39.04
85.10

15.36

25.03
Thompson, Tim Scott; 4965; Trailer/Riviera Ct.
94.94
Thorpe, Bobby Lee; 4977; 9-19-3/209 L.P. Miller
282.74
Turnbow, Ben; 5075; 7-2-5/1103 Poplar
38.23
Turska, Jeff; 5097; Trailer/Riviera Ct.
Valentine, Robert A. & William•D.; 5134; 4-2-22/310 So. 15th 329.66
Vanschoech, Paul Jr.; 5148; Trailer/Riviera Ct.
21.03
95.10
Verwey, Rip; 5171; Trailer/Riviera Ct.
58.34
Wallis, Martha Reid Kennedy; 5245; 9-3-10/303 No. 6th
137.12
Walls, Ural L.; 5250; 10-21-2/210 Cross
Wells, Vickie D.; 5333; Tangibles
Wiggins, Elizabeth; 5379; Trailer/Coach Estates
Williams, Charles H.; 5394; 5-12-3A/522 Shady
Williams, Else
do Michelle Mathis; 5399; 8-20-4/700 Fairlane
Williams, James F. III; 5405; 4-2-2A/So. 16th
York, Kelvin; 5544; Trailer/Coach Estates

53.74
33.03
205.54
143.49
31.28
61.07
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PUBLIC NOTICE
In accordance with the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act,
written policies and procedures have been developed which describe
the Murray Independent School District's requirements regarding
the confidentiality of personally identifiable information Stated in
this notice is a summary ofyour rights under the Act. These rights are
passed on to the student at age eighteen. For the purpose of this
notice, the student 18 years or older "eligible" student. Parents,
guardians, and eligible students may review and inspect all
education records relating to that student by making a request to the
principal of the school where that student attends.
The MISD will presume that the parent has the authority to review
and inspect records relating to their children unless the district has
been advised in writing that the parent does not have legal authority
under applicable state law governing such matters as guardianship,
separation, and divorce.
Personally identifiable information is not released to another party
unless there is written authorization from the parent or eligible
student, or there is a "Legitimate Educational Interest" as defined in
the policies and procedures for confidentiality. A current list of
employees names and positions who have access to personally
identifiable information is on file in each school. The MISD has
described in its policies and procedures the conditions under which
personally identifiable information is released to another person
without written parental consent.
"Directory Information" is information contained in an educational
record which would not generally be consirlered harmful or an
invasion of privacy if disclosed. This information may be released to
news media, athletic organizations, scholarship or college entrance
committees,or official organizations whose need for data is connected
with student help activities. "Directory Information" includes, but is
notlimited to the student's name,address,telephone listing, date and
place of birth, major field of study, participation in officially
recognized activities and sports, weight and height of members of
athletic teams, dates of attendance, degrees and awards received,
and the most recent previous educational agency or institution
attended. The parent, guardian, or eligible student currently
enrolled, may request all or part of the directory information be
withheld. The request must be in writing to the principal of your
child's school, within 30 calendar days after this notification has been
distributed. The written request must specifically state what
information may not be classified as directory information.
In accordance with federal regulation concerning the release or
transfer ofeducational records,it is the policy ofthis school district to
forward education records on request to a school in which a student
seeks or intends to enroll. Parents may obtain upon request a copy of
the records transferred.
The Murray Independent Schools keeps child and youth records in a
secure computer system and in locked files in each school and central
office.
Any parent or guardian of a student, or any eligible student, may
challenge the content or accuracy of any material or entfieit in the
student's educational records on the grounds that it is inaccurate,
misleading, or otherwise in violation of the privacy or other rights of
the student. Requests to amend the records are submitted to the
principal of your child's school.
For students who have been determined eligible for programs for
children and youth with disabilities, educational records will be
destroyed at the request ofthe parent when they are no longer needed
to provide educational programs and services.The MISD will destroy
the educational records ofa child or youth without a parent's request
after the records have been maintained for a minimum period of
seven years and are no longer needed to provide educational
programs and services. Parents are advised that data contained in
the records may be later needed for Social Security purposes. The
MISD retains for an indefinite period oftime,a record ofthe student's
name,address, telephone number,grades,attendance record,classes
attended, grades completed, and year completed.
Children and youth determined eligible for special education include
those children and youth with disabilities who have hearing
impairments,vision impairments,emotional and behavior disorders,
both deafness and blindness, health impairments, specific learning
disabilities, mental disabilities, multiple disabilities, speech and
language impairments, physical disabilities, autism, or traumatic
brain injuries, and who because of these impairments need specially
designed instruction and related services.

Help
Wanted

DRIVER Mercer Transportation needs Sated van &
drop deck owner operators
for al fleets No forced de
patch no company trucks
We are the owner operator
company 800-338-4612
EARN up to $1,000 weekly
processing mail Start now
no experience, free supplies information, no obligation
Send self
addressed stamped envelope to Alamo Dept 8407,
Bander. Rd
Suite
133-216 San Antonio, Tx
78250
HELP wanted part time
maintence starting pay
$5 50/hr, lawn skills requwed Apply at Hilldale
Apt office located in
Hardin, KY between 7-3
Mon- Fn 437-4113 EOE
MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN
Our progressive, growing company is looking
for a maintenance technician. The nght candidate should have experimce in mechanics, electronics,
hydraulics,
pneumatics,
general
maintenance, welding,
and machining.
ITT or military electronic training a plus.
Wages are very competitive and benefits are
great Send resume to:
Maintenance Technician
Opening, 902 Kentucky
Ave., Fulton, KY 42041.
HOLLAND MEDICAL has
an immediate opening for a
fulltime delivery technician.
Duties will include the delivery, set-up, and service of
all types of medical equipment. Good driving record
required. Apply in person at
905 Arcadia Circle on Wednesday, April 19th, or
Thursday, April 20, from
9am to 11am or 2an to
4pm P40 PHONE CALLS
PLEASE.
LABORERS needed for
commercial painting. Apply
at Black's Decorabng Center. 701 S. 4th St, Murray
or call 753-0839.
MURRAY Christian
Academy is accepting applications for teachers,
grades K-6. Call 759-1555
for application.
MURRAY location. Restaurant Management positions available immediate
opening. Salary based on
experience. Send resume
to Management, P.O. Box
9225, Paducah, Ky
42002-9225 or call
753-8257 and leave
message.
NOW accepting applications for waitress. Apply in
person daily between
4pm-6pm at Willow Pond in
Aurora, Ky. No phone calks
please

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
sales consuftwit, pert time
or full time Mabee hours
759 1610
WAITRESSES and
dancers la Club Treasures
of Martin TN excellent
earning potential $500 +
weekly
Call David
901 588 1442
WAITRESS needed mostly
days Apply in person Four
Seasons Restaurant or call
437 4505 for appt
WANTED someone to
help with mobile D J and
sound reinforcement work
Send resume to P 0 1393
Murray Ky 42071

FRANCHISE for sale- May
field Pans Benton 10am
6pm 753-1300
LOCAL retell clothing store
for sale in Murray Send
inquiries to, P 0 Box
1040R, Murray, Ky 42071
120
Ceimpulete
COMPUTER SALESSERVICE- TRAINING
HAWKINS RESEARCH
753-7001..
LOOK FOR HAWKINS
RESEARCH IN THE DIXIELAND SHOPPING
CENTER THIS MAY.

070

140

RELIABLE couple, Murray
area will housesit. Summer
1995. References, otter deposit. 502-762-6579 or
502-753-4161.
WANTING to private sit
with the elderly, CNA certified with 3 years experience References available
upon request Please call
435-4008 after 3 30pm

CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

SINGLE $12 50/square
2x4 studs $2/ea Vinyl remanant cheapi Big load
1x4's cheapi Paschall Salvage, Hwy 641 'A mite S of
Hazel 901-498-8564

USED 250 or 500 gallon
Call
propane tank
759-9752

Want To Rent Or
Buy Tobacco Base.
Dark or Burley.
Mark Paschall

753-4802
Midis
For Sale

WILL sit with sick or elderly,
experienced, can't lift
474-2386.

PAY PHONE
ROUTE
50 Local &
Established Sites
Earn $1500 wkly.
Open 24 hrs.

Call 1-800-866-4588

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

1000'S WEEKLY, expand- PATTI'S 1880's Restaurant WO PER WEEK WITH
EXPERIENCE
ing company needs your in Grand Rivers, Ky, now NO
NECESSARY! Now hiring
help Work in your home, hiring all positions.
individuals interested in befor free info send SASE to
& dishwashers coming PROFESSIONAL
SGE Assoc., 811 N. 161h, COOKS
at Ann's Country TRUCK DRIVERS with
Suite E, Murray, Ky 42071.. needed
Kitchen, day & night shifts CARRIER PAID TRAINCHILD care workers, 40hrs Apply in person in Murray. ING, See our representaper week/days. 247-4781 DANCERS wanted at tive Tuesday, for more inor 247-7541 nights For in- Swing Town, Hwy 79N, formation
CALL
terview appt Janice Watts
ready to work 1400-487-38043.
Paris.
Apply
Mother Goose Learning
Am DO you need a GED? Do
5pm.
after
Center, Mayfield
(502)436-2546 PM you need hope for the fu(901)644-5548.
ture and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
C
C
&
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
•
between 8:00arn-3:00pm.
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partner'LANDSCAPING
ship Act through the Kentucky Department for Em'Mulching & Mulch Delivery
ployment Services and the
*Trimming & Fertilizing
West Kentucky Pnvate Industry Council. This a an
*Tractor Work
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

Nursery

753-2993

NOTICE TO OWNERS OF
RENTAL PROPERTIES
THE PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE,MURRAY
CITY COUNCIL,WILL HOLD A PUBLIC HEARING ON APRIL 27, 1995, 6:00 P.M., COUNCIL
CHAMBERS, CITY HALL BUILDING,TO PROVIDE INFORMATION AND HEAR COMMENTS
ON A PROPOSED ORDINANCE TO REQUIRE
SMOKE DETECTORS IN ALL RENTAL PROPERTIES IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE KENTUCKY STANDARDS OF SAFETY (FIRE PREVENTION CODE) AS PROMULGATED IN 815
KAR 10:40. COPIES OF THE PROPOSED ORDINANCE WILL BE DISTRIBUTED AT THE
PUBLIC HEARING OR YOU MAY OBTAIN A
COPY, FREE OF CHARGE, AT THE CITY
CLERK'S OFFICE.
JO CRASS
CITY CLERK

Lifeguards
Applications are
being accepted at
the Murray Calloway County Park
lifeOffice for
guards. Deadline:
May 10th.
Phone Park Office
762-0325
for information.
NURSES aide full time
3pm- 11pm or 11pm- 7am
Will provide training, but
prefer CMA or CNA Pleasant atmosphere, good
working conditions. Apply
in person Fern Terrace
Lodge. 1505 Stadium View
Dr. EOE.
OPENING for part time
work. Room cleaning.
Apply in person Days Inn.
753-6706
PEOPLE Lease Temporary
Service e now accepting
applications for light industrial work & general laborers
in Murray, Ky and Pans, In
beginning at $5/hr & up
Must apply at the Village
Office Center next door to
Gains Jeep Eagle on Hwy
641 North between the
hours of 8am-5pm.
PRODUCTION Personnel
needed Day shift, benefits
after probation period, producbon pay plan Apply in
person at Mid America
Homes, Inc., Hwy 641 Bypass, Benton, Ky, 42025
502-527-5006
Mid
America Homes is an Equal
Opportunity Employer
SAFETY advisors,
$2150/per mo Company
will train, call Mon-Fri
only
9am-1pm
615-399-8269
SINGERSI Country, gospel, and easy hsteningl
Nashville recording scout
holding free one song audition Tues April 25th 2pm-10pm Days Inn, 517 S 12th
St in Murray, ask for Larry
Flowers Bong back up cassette or guitar no bands
No calls

SOLARIUM/ sun room excellent condition, used on
restaurant, 40ft long will sell
half $3,250 or whole
$6,500. 502-274-5649.
USED student desk, used
wood chairs, also hand
strip & refinished furniture
George Hodge 806 Coldwater Rd Murray
UTILITY pole $200. TV antenna $50 759-2510.

150

1 25' RCA X-100 with new
picture tube Echo Star
SRD- 4000 satellite system. 489-2527.
3 TON Coleman mobile
home air unit $400 obo.
Call 759-9752.
5FT metal construction job
-box. 49285 1.6
762-7221
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc. We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap. Mon-Fri
8-4pm, 753-2446.

Help Wanted
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If you
are energetic, enthusiastic and like people, we
would like to meet you.
Daytime positions available:
*Food Service Workers
*Customer Service Workers
*Shift Leaders
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant, E0E/WF.

165
Appliances
SPEED Queen Whirlpool
washers & dryers, coin operated 753-8221 8am- 12
noon or 1:30- 5pm
753-8668.

7PC DINING room suite &
china cabinet, living room
suites, queen steeper, loveseats, refrigerator, stove,
miaowave & cabinet, a/c's,
chest, dresser, desks, humidifier & trash compactor.
753-1502 or 753-4860.
MOVING: 25' Magnavox
color console IV., good
condition, $100. 753-7192.
QUEEN size bedroom
suite, new comforter set,
$750. 759-9678.
SOLID oak butcher block
table, 4 chairs, detailed in
hunter green, $180.
753-4260.

1973 DODGE grain truck, 2
row tobacco setter,
753-7845 after 5pm
KABOTA 6200 diesel tractor, 1989, $4500. 753-2339
or 436-2054.

NURSING

TOBACCO barns for sale
10am- 6pm 753-1300

West View nursing home is a superior rated. 174
Bed Medicare certified nursing facility affiliated with
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
We have the following job opportunities: LPN's: Full
time 3-11 & 11-7. Apply in person or contact
Barbara Clapp, RN, DON 753-1304 Ex. 24
Nursing Assistants full time 3-11 and 11-7. Please
apply in person or contact Eileen King LPN 7531304 Ex. 17. Certified nurse aide training program
available.
West View offers competitive salary and excellent
benefits, including health and life insurance, paid
vacation and holidays and paid sick days

196

FOR sale: 20001b. forklift,
tow motor, triple action, excellent condition.
502-753-5561.
200
Sports
Equipment
GOOD exercise macho.*
753-9480
GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650
SOLOFLEX, 2 mountain
bikes. Call after 7.00
753-6348.

restaurant hourly positions available

WINCHESTER model 101
du with original box, mint
condition. 759-9157.
WIND surf board, like new,
2 sails included Call Joyce
day 753-1717 ext 298,
evening 436-5638

210
Arwood

We're Opening Soon in
PADUCAH
We're serving up great food for dinner
only! Outback Steakhouse, the Aussie
theme restaurant has great opportunities
available for:

ALL
POSITIONS
Training Begins April 18th
APPLY IN PERSON
Mon-Fri 10am-6pm, Sat 10am-2pm at:
3995 Hinkleville Road
In PADUCAH. 442-4111
equal opportunity employer, m/1

12x70 30r mobile home
furnished good condition,
$4,000 750-9360
14x 70 2BR 2 bath, like new
489 2161 after 7prti
14x80 3br 2 bath newly
remodeled central he
great condition $14,500
olio 753 4818

260
Radio

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-FrL 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

1985 HO
home 3br
new water
cabinets.
753-5410

1900 1471
wooded lot
7pm

MOVING
16x80 Fra
baths appl
6x8 wood c
bank book
$25,000 co
kw 759-9+

2BR mob]
water turn
Coleman I

SHADY 0
electric or
tance to cc

SMALL t
474-8056

Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333 L],
Service and Quality Al Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

11,aste

NEW parl
homes c
drives &
up & city
492-8488

America's Second Car

litgq Duckling
LAILLEIZECEN
to Coast
Locations Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

1000 SO
suitable ft
beauty
753-0035

DOWNTO
available
courthous
ing all uti

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

OFFICE c
sq. ft. avi
Animal I306 N. 121
753-9212.

Business on
a Budget?

RETAIL o
S. Side
753-4509

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid in advance).
Rote Effective April 1, 1995

WANT to
horses C

Call 753-1916 kw details.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement.Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on an "almost
guaranteed issue" and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available premiurn.
We .represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

1,2,380
very nice
pets.
days,753-

1BR cent
uPi dePo
rent, refs
no pets, 2

1BA dupl
energy e
$285/m
753-8848

Th

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

Hem
Equipment

502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 160 STREET MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071

NEVER WORK
LUNCH AGAIN!

12x60 2BR awe hook up
very nice tufty set up on
rented lot $4750
753-6012

McConnell
Insurance Agency

HOME

LPN'S and NURSING
ASSISTANTS

KILL. WEEDS Tnm & edge
wound trees landscape
beds shrubs sidewalks
and driveways with Enka(
cof Next Day Grass &
Weed Killers Guaranteedi
Coast to Coast 604 N 12th
St

Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Fenn
EquiPellni

West-View

Heiner For Sale

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

190

KFC

laseaSeamus

OVER 25 good used cod
1081 FARIMONT 14x72
tv's from $75- $150 30 day with bp-out 3BR 2 full
PANELING $6/sheet, cul- warranty
753-2900,baths $9,900 obo
tured marble sinks deep!
489 2870 after 5pm
492-8708 after 5pm
Paschall Salvage, Hwy 641
mile S of Hazel
901-498-8564

SCHWI mountain bike with
accesones like new, $250
759-9678

WILL do house cleaning
and babysitting Call
436-5769.

Surliness
Opportunity

NEW metal siding & roof
wig Cover 36' cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
arid gatvalume Secondary
it available Portable carport kits 489 2722 or
489-2724

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

WILL do housecleaning, office & house boats_ Experience & references Call
Eve 474-2131

100

FOR sale tanning beds
10am 6pm 753-1300

Went
To Buy

Domestic
Ovildoare
CLEANING houses is my
business Boilable and expenenced, references Call
Linda 759-9553

FIBERGLASS $2/sheet &
upi Good AIM* of underpin
ning & roofing also will
board Paschall Salvage,
Hwy 641 n mile S of
Hazel 901 498 8564

PROM dress size 10
Fushia with some sequins
also shoes 753-9051

060

060

060

Ell Menit

240
SWIMS.

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

753-4199

Nationwide

1-800-455-4199

Cah

*** ATTENTION ***

MUM

BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL
AND
INDEPENDENT AGENTS
SELECT SERVICES PRESENTS
`7t PROFESSIONAL MESSAGING
Our Voice-Activated S yawn allows you to cilia code number,
receive and leave messages, reply to menages and forward
calls to another telephone or notify your pager! You have 24
Sour availability, security, and privacy. Improve customer
service, inter-office efficiency and/or use u an additional
usexpanove business or personal telephone line.

'Mt PROFESSIONAL

MESSAGING

WITH
• No Expensive Equipment To Buy
• Privaie Access • 24 How Availability
• Ehminaies Telephone Tag
• Call Forwarding
• Pager Service • Pager Notification
• No Contrary Tapes Or Machines To Mess With!
• No Limit On Number Of Messages Received
• Services Starting At $10.00 Per Month

Call Select Services at 753-0498

FisherPrice
In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities,
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions on
the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, First/Second/Third)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-1 p.m./6 p.m.-10 p.m.)
Starting pay rates arc $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and $5.30 for 8
and 4 hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment offer a top
pay rate of $8.58 plus a comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakcrs,please
contact:
Murray Employment Agency
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer-WF/DN

(T

All

Manes For Sob
1985 HORTON mobile
home 3br 2 bath 14x70
new water heater & kitchen
cabinets $8 300 Call
753• 54 10
1990 14x70 2I3R 2 bath on
wooded lot 489-2161 alter
7pm
MOVING must sell 15193
16x80 Franklin 3tx 2 fid
baths appliances included,
6x8 wood deck. 8x10 shed,
bank book value. $37.000
$25,000 or reasonable offer 759-9459
20
Mobilo
Nome Per Rant

Now Renting
Houses.
Apartments and
Duplexes
Quality Units At
Reasonable Prices

753-2339 or
753-8767
1 OR 2br apts noir downwarn Murray 753-4109
1 ROOM efficiency, very
near MSU, pared Alums
furnished Available now
Coleman RE, 753 9898

1 ROOSIS for rent at 1614
Olive utilities furnished
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom twenties Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, 753-9898
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209 28R 2 bath duplex, appliances furnished, w/d
SMALL trailer for rent hook-up, central h/a,
474-8056
$475/mo, 1 month deposit,
year lease, no pets
285
753-2905 or 753-7536.
Mobile
2BR apartment for rent No
Home Um For Rom
pets Near campus
NEW park, newer model 753-5980
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pick- 28R apt 1515 Farmer St
up & city water $100Vmo Approx. 1 block from campus, $225/mo, new stove &
492-8488
refrigerator, available May
1st, 3mo or lyr lease
300
753-4249.
&saloon
Rentals
2BR apt 1619A Farmer
1000 SO FT new building Si, approx. 1 block from
suitable for retail, office or campus, $210/mo. Availbeauty shop. Call able May 7th, 3mo or 1yr
lease 753-4249.
753-0035.

2BR mobile home. C h/a,
water furnished $275/mo
Coleman RE, 753-9898

DOWNTOWN office space 2BR duplex off 94E.
available across from $240/mo deposit, no pets
courthouse $95/mo includ- 753-8848 before 9pm.
ing at utilities 753-1266. 2BR duplex in Northwood
OFFICE or business 1000 759-4405
sq ft. available June 1st, 28R duplex 1yr old, apAnimal Hospital location, pliances furnished, w/d
306 N. 12th. Contact David, hook-up, no pets, lease re753-9212.
quired. 759-1476 after
RETAIL or Office Space in 6prn. Available May 15th,
S. Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
2BR duplex, appliances
furnished, gas heat, deck
w/d hook-up, like new.
310
436-5725.
Ward
To Rent
2BR Embassy Apartments,
WANT to lease pasture to central gas heat, available
now. $300/mo, Coleman
horses Call 753-0980
RE, 753-9898
320

1,2,380 apts. Furnished,
very nice near MSU. No
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
pets.
days,753-0606 after 5pm.
1BR central h/a, w/d hookup, deposit, first month's
rent, references required,
no pets, 235/mo. 753-3949.
1BR duplex on Hwy 280,
energy efficient. No pets.
$285/mo +deposit.
753-8848 before 9prn.

2BR townhouse, Southwood Dr., includes appliances, $425 plus deposit. 753-1266.
2BR upstairs apt No pets,
refrigerator, stove furnished 4 miles out 121 S.
$285/mo plus deposit.
489-2296.
CLEAN room fa summer
rental. Reasonably priced.
753-3642.
EFFICENCY apt $165/mo,
close to campus
753-6986

EXTRA nice ax duplex
with carport gas neat op
dunces no pets deposit &
lease 1817 Ridgewood
$425 753-7457
HAZEL Apartments has 1 br
apartments available
492-8721
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesly Vitae*, lbt
apartment. utilities included, rent based on income 55 11 older handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502-354-8888
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opponun try
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1- 2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon -Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr
NEW 2br duplex, carport,
deck, etc, available now,
$400 753-3031 leave
message
NEW 4tx duplex, 2 A bath,
appliances, garage, w/d
hook-up, now available,
$635/mo (12 mo lease).
New 3br duplex. 2 bath,
appliances, garage, w/d
hook-up, available May 1,
$625/mo. (12 mo lease).
2BR apt. $245. 1BFi apt
$235. Downtown now available. Deposit required, no
pets. 753-4937, 436-2741
nights.
NICE lbr, stove, reIng, carpet throughout. No pets,
$220 plus deposit. Available May 15. Days
753-1953, nights
753-0807.
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing. Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am-12noon. No
phone calls please. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
UPSTAIRS apt. 2br,
$350/mo, stove, refrigerator. 759-4104.

LAN
For Ws

woo sa FT warehouse
on Industrial Road Has water and electricity
753 5976 between 8am4pm

2 LOTS for sale in Preston
Hatghm, all warms avail
able lot sizes 100230
each 753.974

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
preseritty has units avail
able Call 753 2905
753-7536

37fl
Livestock
& Us:cities

Pais
& Supple,
BABY hamsters, $3
753-5192

Master Card

753-1916

New Rate
Charge
Effective April 1, 1995

460
Homes
For Sete

3BR duplex for sale
753-5114 or 753-7947

1416 MICHELLE Drive-2br
2 full bath duplex, utility,
kitchen with all appliances,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, microwave and
disposal, gas heat, electric
air 2yrs old, very nice, must
see to appreciate. Shown
by appointment only. Call
527-2370 or 753-0262.

Visa and Master Card

15 ACRES with stables and
pond, for sake 8 miles south
of Murray on blacktop road
Call 492-8221

FOUR PARTY
YARD SALE

2BR 1 bath, with shower,
gas heat, carport, great in
town location, lmo deposit,
$400/mo, no pets.
753-7920.

38R in Murray, $350/mo
deposit & lease required.
753-4109.

Fume
For Sie

2BR 1/, bath brick, very
BEAUTIFUL small male a- nice central Na sunporch
ction Frise AKC. 4mo old, just outside city, $67,900
shots & wormed, $200. Coleman RE 753-9898
382-2831 after 5pm
2BR 1 bath recently remodHAVE an obedient, sate eled, 415 S 10th $34,900.
dog for show or home 753-2339 or 436 2054
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over 2BR 1 bath central hia,
recently remodeled on
12yrs. 436-2858
beautiful wooded lot 5 miles
PEG'S Dog Grooming east of Murray 753-9970
753-2915
2BR cottage near Ky Lake,
$49,500 Coleman RE
753-9898
, Publd ,
Sale
3.5 ACRES with 3br 2 bath,
14x70 mobile home with
kitchen & utility addition,
carport & outbuildings. Also
has a pole & water hook-up
for additional mobile home
with garage & small shed.
Tues., Wed. & Thurs.
Private location surApril 18-20
rounded by woods but only
1706 Holiday Dr.
minutes from Murray.
10
Lots Of crafts, bedsNeeds some finishing on
pread and curtains,
addition. Call 759-9639 bequilts, clothes (sizes 6fore 2pm or leave
16), shoes, hancipags, 3
message.
formals, old and new nic
2 bath, city water,
38R
nacs, odds and ends,
central h/a, will sell or trade
pillows and afghans.
for mobile home. 489-2161
after 7pm.

Roal
Wale

2BR with stove & refrigerator, gas heat, 8mi W. of
Murray, no pets. 435-4294.

svr)

AOHA 7YR Sorrell mare. 33 ACRES, stocked lake
good trail, good disposition. fenced pasture, green
house. 14x70 3br mobile
$1500 436-5076
home Coleman Real Es
tale 753-9898
350

Houses
For Beat

2BR house with garage
close to campus, central
heat & air 753-9636

BY owner largo /, we lot
in Woodgate Subdivision
all city WOMBS included Restrictions apply Priced
$16,900 Call David King
753 8355 Mon- Fri
759 9854 nights &
weekends

STORAGE trailer for rent
753 7888

d'Ul

310

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Cali Us Today!

For Rsat
Or Lease

Apartments
For Reid

Apartments
For Moat

11E3

110

120

320

BE the first owner of a 2
story Prick home in a prime
city subdivision_ 4E3R, 2'A
baths, features: Marvin
windows, 17ft foyer ceiling
white kitchen, columns,
fireplace, tile and hardwood
floors, cultured marble, hot
tub, deck & more. Call
759-2571, 435-4013 or
435-4040.

DUPLEX with $660/mo inlA ACRES Hwy 121, 3m1 come, 631 N 4th large lot,
901t
Concord,
New
of
South
$44,900. 753-2339 or
$ 7 , 0 0 0 436-2054.
well,
1-313-654-9117
FOR Investors, 2812 sq ft.
HALEY Appraisal Service, new duplex, Fall Brook
certistate
Haley
call Bob
Sub. Rental income
fied. Call 489-2266.
$1100/mo, Price $123,000
JUST listed 2br 1 bath, 492-8516 or 762-7221.
baseboard heat, real nice HOME for sale: 4/5br, l'A
home near lake Wilson bath, family room, dining
Real Estate 753-5086
room, living room, big
KOPPERUD Realty has kitchen, $87,990
buyers waiting to purchase 753-6235.
homes-all price ranges If LARGE country house in
you we thinking of selling- Kirksey area, 2 acres, nice
contact one of our courte- yard, 2br, large kitchen
ous and professional Call 489-2790 after 6pm on
agents at 753-1222 or stop weekdays, anytime on
by office at 711 Main St. weekends.
SOUTHWEST area mini NEW affordable homes,
farms. Call 435-4548 after 2-3br in city. Starts at mid
5pm.
50's, financing available,
WANTED Waterfront payments lees than rent.
property- 2 or 3br with or Sidewalks, storm sewers,
without dock Preferred curbs & all underground
price range $80,000 to utilities 753-4444,
$125,000 753-1492 Cen- NEW by owner, extremely
tury 21 Loretta Jobs well built, very spacious
Realtors
4br. 3 bath home in Preston
Heights, 2018 Carol Dr.,
large living room,extremely
435
nice kitchen, custom cabinets with large dining
Peceetty
area, 14x28 bonus room.
BEAUTIFUL fiat lot, all By appointment only
underground city utilities in- 753-5677.
cluding gas Last available
home 3br 2 bath on 1
lot in Preston Heights, lo- NEW
in the 60's,
cated behind Gatesbor- we lot, priced
ough, $13,900. 753-2339. will sell or trade 489-2161
after 7pm

Voss
1965 BLUE Chevy rased 17F T GLASST RON boat
roof Gladiator oonversion 604 Evinrude motor the
motor has been rebuilt 84
van, with lots of extras
local, one owner $5.500 model well sell separate or
Call Bill Kopperud together 436-5067
753-1222 day. 753-6620 24 HARRIS pontoon 70hp
evening
Johnson $3 600 440 Jet
1989 PLYMOUTH Voys ski $1 375 1988 Ywnaha
get. 7 passenger. V-6. ask- Big Bear $2 750 437 4723
NEW home Coles Camp- ing $4,500 Call after 6pm
BOMBER fish n- ski boat
ground Rd 3br 2 bath,
753-6063
with Johnson 150hp all the
Val gas & electric, 1900sq ft
extras lake ready
van
custom
FORD
1991
living area on 1 n we..
759 9157 after 6pm
nice Call Mum Ca/ Realty 6,XXX mile like new sell
be
Can
health
to
due
wig
753-4444
530
seen at Ron. MuMer N
NICE 2br 1 bath home, 4th Si,Murray 753-3514
Services
large fenced deep lot,
011orod
24x30 detached new gar500
A
and A Lamb's lawn mowage Call before April 21st,
Um'
ing, light hauling, tree trimhome will then belated with
Midis
ming Mark 436 2528
a realtor 807 N 18th St
1971 FORD pick-up, runs
759-1574
$500 759-9360
PRICE reduced' 38R 2
bath with large yard & stor- 1972 CHEVY custom deluxe, 350 auto. pis, peb,
age. 9rni on 121N,$64.900
extra sharp, $3,500 firm,
489-2296
serious inquires only
759-9711 after 6pm
170

3 BR-2 Bath
Excellent Location
$62,000
753-5561

Motorcycles
1993 KATANA 600 black,
9,300 m066 $3,600 Call
after 630 753-5946
490
Used
Care
1983 Renault Reliance
very cheap' 759-9439
1986 PEUGEOT 505 STI
$1,800. 1978 Chevrolet
pick-up, $1,200 1987
OT50 Yamaha moped,
$400 or trade for good riding lawn mower 753-6709
1986 PONTtAC Grand- Am
black, auto, aic, sunroof,
103,XXX miles, garage
kept, original owner
750-4081
1989 LINCOLN towncar,
extra nice, leather, 80,XXX
miles, $8,995 obo
753-5885.
1990 PONTIAC Sunbird LE
4dr silver, good condition
local one owner
502-527-1203.
1991 MITSUBISHI Eclipse,
excellent condition, very
sporty, very economical,
Ixiced to sell 753-7749 ask
for Bob.
1993 FORD Escort LX, 4dr,
white, 47,XXX miles. 1985
Buick Sommerset, 4cyl,
needs paint, $700
759-1074 after 6:30pm.
1994 DODGE Intrepid,
hunter green, 25,XXX
miles, loaded, $14,995, 7
year factory warranty. Serious inquiries only.
436-5051 before lpm ask
for Mary or 436-2299 after
lpm.

1981 FORD F150 4wd,
cruise, tilt, air, dual tanks
759-1074 after 6 30pm
1982 GMC pick-up, am/fm
305, aic,
cassette
150,XXX miles, very dean
WI box, deck, bedliner,
new tires, $3,000 otio Ask
for Scott daytime
502-236-3743, evening
502-435-4031

1986 S-10 BLAZER Call
435-4186 and leave
message
1987 FORD Ranger 4wd,
Phone
auto trans
(502)492-8403
1993 TOYOTA 4wd pickup, dark blue, one owner,
43,XXX miles, $12,500
489-2738
k4AZDA 1987 pick-up, air,
tiff cruise, power, $2 500
436-6087
510
COMplift
1989 Camper 38tt, 5th
wheel Coachman classic,
$11,500, extra nice 1989
Astro van 90,XXX
extra nice 753-1500
29 AIRSTREAM rear bath
new interior, all systems
work, road ready
753-0114
32 FOOT Holiday camper
$3000 Serious Inquires
only 502-759-4414
JAYCO camper 33ft, nice,
must sell, price reduced
Cal 753-2605 after 5pm
520

TO settle an estate Must
sell 1990 blue Chrysler
New Yorker, loaded 22xxx
actual miles, one owner
extra sharp' 753-8697 after
6Prn

Boats
& *Wm
1990 WAVERUNNER with
trailer, excellent condition,
$2500 436-2834

Call

759'1449
Leave Message

9S
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
arid
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And See Our Showroom •
400 Sunbury • Murray (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940

0Brothe/j.,
(laity service \3
Free Estimates
24 Has Serva

Tree Trimming
Tree Remova
Landscaping

YaPi Mixing
Tree Service claanuP Sefvu
Light Hauling, Elc.
Hedge Trimming
Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

A & J lawn Care
For Your Lawn Care Needs
You Can Depend On Us
Owner
Alan Martin

492-8707

DIAL — 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

CAMP
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Por Wook

MURRAY 753-9224

717 South 4th Street
Free Estimates
Owner - Terry Butler (502)753-4527

• 753-2962
Completely Mobile

Phone (502) 759-4734

1-800-585-6033

KTN
Carpet Cleaning Specialist
Upholllery I Drapery I Window Cleaning
Ronnie England • Jim enylor

Classified Ad Display Rates

Historic home located at 714 Main Street,
Murray. Built in 1876.

$6.00 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run
60% Discount 3rd Run
All 3 days must run within 6 day period.
$2.00 per column inch extra for Tues.
Shopping Guide.

Downstairs: Formal living room and dining
room, den, gameroom, breakfast nook,
kitchen, half bath, master suite (bedroom,
sitting room, and full bath) and sunroom.

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

Upstairs: 2 bedrooms, sitting room, full bath,
attic storage space, and 2 finished eaves.

Does Your Policy rav 100%
of the 1N-ductilnle0

(502) 753-4034

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You arc resixmsible for the deductibles tRila Medi
care does not pay. 569ri on part A, 3100 on Part It.
Call me for more information
IN t I AIM HUM.; I OH MN'(.1 II NT',
FRF.E I It

753-7890

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

808 Coldwater Rd. - Murray, KY
759-1835

Commercial - Residential - Auto

Call for an appointment,

Insured

iltettle
iz.nctqu'otmo ccanfatqur

WEST KY GLASS & MIRROR

Dr. Mary Broeringineyer
Chiropractor

Burl Stewart, Houle Maiincer

Interested persons call 753-1863.

Reasonable Rates
Free Estimates

You Can Advertise Here For
56.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

Commercial Waste
• Disposal
;AMA MI Typeif )(plume S4',r-vice

Two car garage in basement with 2 storage
rooms and sauna. Brick patio and privacy
fence. Professionally landscaped with sprinkler system. Four fireplaces_ Hardwood floors
throughout. 'Central gas downstairs, central
electric upstairs.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

Dial-A-Service

David Borders

FOR SALE:

A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spray
wig serving Murray Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 436 2247
or 492 8737

Mowing & Trimming

1984 JEEP Cherokee 4wd,
$2500
runs good
759-9711 after Sprn

We Specialize in Cleaning'
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Bnck

30 per word, $6.00 min. 1st day
6' per word per day for each
additional consecutive day
$2.00 extra for shopper
(Tues. classifieds go into Shopping Guide)

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
hedge trimming landscap
mg mulching & mulch haui
wig gutter cleaning Clean
up 'Link garbage Odd yobs
also Al housetad moving
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744.

D & M Lawn
Service

David's Cleaning Services

Classified Line Ads (Reader Ads)

58

APRIL '7 '995

MONDAY

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

•

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
"Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding
pocys. W,ndows. Door Track & Trolleys. and Insularon
or Metal Boildngs
Office i502) 489 2122
ourro,worir, Pd Hwy 2991
Home 1502t 489 2724
Murray, KY 170.''

J.W. Jones Tax Service
Offering Full Time Service
Route 1, Box 127 • Hazel

492-8662 for

Appointment

MULLINS
JOH
Stela jecurity Doprs
Write Goods, his, Calm & See Lir
Mobile Name Doixs & Wake Gunk
601 Dunbar at North 12th
Mayfield, KY 42066
(In Old Tobacco Town Antiques)
"We make security beautiful •
In Mayfield calling area: 502-247-9161
Long Distance call: 1-800-822-4291

World of Sound
33 Years In Business
Let us save you money on your car and home stereos.
-Caller ID's"
Shop & Compare
753-5965
MC/VISA
222 So. 12th

68

MONDAY APRIL 17, 1995

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Pageant set April 22

530
Services
Oilseed

Services
01!sreel

AFTER winter Landscaping
spring mulching and cies
nups Free estimates
492 8254

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Coding Service Corn
pieta installation and se
Call Gary at
vice
750 4754

ALL around yard work,
mowing. hauling, odd
lobe, trimming 750-2331.
ALL
irig
up
Joe

around hauling mow
tree work punk dean
cleaning out gutters
436 2867

ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8066

I

PAINTING int ext Spring
speaaks AN types of home
repair free estimates Cali
CUSTOM Iiikng & small anytime 436 5032
bush hogging 489-2995
PLUMBING repairman with
service Call
DAVID S cleaning ser- same day
436-5255
clean
vices We
vinyl brick.
drive ways sidewalks, mobile homes R V 759 4734

GUTTERS CLEANED
& REPAIRED
No Job Too Small

EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing References available Call Jerry Perkins at
436-2060

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years ex
BOBBY
perience
HOPPER 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace
ment 759-1515
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling foundations,
etc 759 4664
BACKHOE Service complete foundations. septic
systems R H Nesbitt. Constructor' Phone 492-8516.
pager 762-7221
BOB'S Plumbing Service
Installation and repair all
work guaranteed
753-1134 or 436-5832
BRYON'S lawn service
Free estimates 759-1522
BUILDER, homes additions, garages foundations Tripp Williams
753-0563
BUSHHOGGING gardens
plowed disked driveways
graded 437-4030
CARPET CLEANING by
KTN, free estimates
753-4034

1
1

HAVE saw will travel
Tree trim, removal, hauling,
spring clean-ups, mulching free estimates
492-8254

ROCKY Colson home re
pair, plumbing roofing, siding & additions All type
home & mobile home repair Free estimates
474-2307

HERE it is! Reliable, efficient lawn mowing at a
reasonable price Call
Joe's Mowing Service
753-5643 for residential
and commercial lawns

SEAMLESS gutters installed residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433

CARROLL'S Custom garden tilling, grader blade
work, bush hogging lots,
estimates
free
502-492-8622

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY. 436-5560.
LAMB Brothers Tree
vice 502-436-5744

Se!

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MARC'S lawn service
753-6226, 753-4166.

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

MB GENERAL CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENCE Carpentry, panting, electrical, plumbing,
siding, other & apart maint.
COOKSEY'S Plumbing
(502)436-2819
fax or
service 436-2667
modern avail.
'COUNTERTOPS, cxistom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wutlf's Recovery, Murray
436-5560.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

I'M BAAAAACK- complete
professional tree care,
deadwooding, topping,
pruning, complete removal
cabling. pests control, fertilization by JOHN BOVER
Former clients or new call
436-5334

LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
houses, mobile homes,
brick & vinyl, buildings,
R V.'s, sidewalks, free estimates (502)753-6490

759-1859

MOODY'S mower repair,
pick-up and delivery
753-5668

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759-4690
TREE trimming carpentry,
gutter cleaning Clean out
sheds, attics Free estimates
Paul Lamb
436-2269, 436-2102
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
S35. Free estimates Route
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn.; 753-0530.
VINYL siding installed, trim
covered and replacement
windows, free estimates
Call 435-4588 or 753-6520.
WILL mow lawns
753-0980

Call

WILL mow yards & other
yard work Call 437-4071.
WINDOW air conditioning
repairs/cleaning 753-5958
"get your unit ready".
WINDOW & door repair &
replacement. Senior Cit.
discount 759-1799.
YARD mowing, free estimales 753-6344
560
Columa
FREE to good home, male
Cocker Spaniel, great with
kids, house broken, 3yrs
old, not registered, can't
keep child is allergic.
753-4260.

A tten tion
Classified Advertisers!

Ir

The CCMS math team participated in a contest at Austin Peay University in Clarksville Tuesday

HiLkY Remodeling & Construction Garages add
Sons, porches, decks root
ing, vinyl song & trim, re
placement windows
Owner Jerry Riley Phone
502-489-2907

HANDY man Plumbing
painting, wallpaper, tree &
carpentry work Call Ken
474-2131

LAWN mowing service,
trimming included, free estimates Call 753-1589 after 4pm

Readental-Commercial
References
Free Estimates
Fully Insured

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

HANDYMAN Co remodeling and repairs odd fobs
screen porches, decks,
electrical etc 474-8534

CARPORTS for cars and LAWN care, sheetrock
painting, small cartrucks Special saes for
motor home boats RVs penter repair. Call
and etc Excellent protec- 489-2154
tion high quality, excellent LAWN care, mowing & trimvalue Roy Hill 759-4664
ming 436-2528

Ross Roofing

NICHOL S lawn & yard
care Mowing tnmming
tonguing haul debris & refuse 759 9677

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sys
terns 354 8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

DRYWALL finishing repairs additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

527-7380

MULCH delivered Murray
area 436-5560

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $12.00, for

Only $6 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective April 1, 1995

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

CCMS students place
in math contest
Sixteen Calloway County Middle
School students participated in the
annual Austin Peay State University
Mathematics Contest held this past
Tuesday in Clarksville.
Sixth graders participating were:
Austin Webb, April Ramsey, Tony
Ryan, Clint Stewart and Ryan Rogers. The group finished 10th out of
21 schools. Seventh grade students
involved were Billy Bell, Josh Burchett, Jerry Hamblin, Daniel
Matheny, Glenn Timmons, Adam
Worster, and Keith Wright.
The seventh graders received a
plaque for finishing fifth out of 20

schools.
Eighth grade students involved
were: Lee Ann Crider, Jenny
Fotsch, Jon King and Stephanie
Hester. The eighth grade group
finished sixth out of the 19 schools
involved.
Seventh grader Billy Bell finished fourth individually out of the
127 seventh graders *who took the
test, while eighth grader Lee Ann
Crider finished sixth among the 121
eight graders taking the eighth
grade test. The sponsor for the
group was CCMS math teacher Bill
Miller.

Murray State University
English department chair
publishes fourth book
Dr. Michael Cohen, the chair of
the department of English at Murray
State University, has published a
book titled, "Sisters: Relation and
Rescue in 19th-Century British
Novels and Paintings." The book,
Cohen's fourth was published by
Fairleigh Dickinson University
Press in New Jersey in March.
The book contains 75 illustrations of paintings depicting sisters,
including works by Millais, Redgrave, Rebecca Solomon and James
Tissot. About a dozen English
novels from the last century are
discussed in "Sisters," including
books by Jane Austen, Charles
Dickens and George Eliot. Cohen
says the book examines the way
writers and artists use sisters as
metaphors for the relation of all
women to each other.
"Showing sisters is a way of
showing an ideal relation among
women in society, although sisters
are not always nice to each other in
these works or in real life," Cohen
said.
A surprising number of novels
and paintings portray sisters as
subjects, however,Cohen notes that
the amount of English paintings
containing women who are twins
was the biggest surprise.
"There are dozens of pictures in
which women are shown with the
same features and frequently the
same costumes as well. In the book I
e7.plain the reasons for this twinning

which I think has to do with the way
sisters interact and work together as
artistic subjects," Cohen said.
Also the number of books and
pictures in which one sister rescued
another caught Cohen's attention.
"There is a new kind of heroism in
these works. In these little societies
sisters support and rescue each
other, again and again."
According to Cohen, the sisters
subject is a way of introducing all
the important women's social and
political issues that were first raised
in the 19th century. Visual works
and novels depicting sisters were
important in debates about marriage
and divorce law, the right of women
to own property and suffrage for
women.
Cohen has written about the connections between painting and literature before. His 1987 book,
"Engaging English Art," talks about
relationships between pictures and
poetry in 18th and 19th-century
England. He has also written about
Shakespeare, in "Hamlet in My
Mind's Eye," published in 1989,and
he co-authored a poetry textbook
called "The Poem in Question."
Cohen, who joined the Murray
State faculty in 1976, earned his
Ph.D. at the University of Arizona
in 1971. He taught at the University
of New Orleans before coming to
Murray. He lives on Kentucky Lake
with his wife and two sons.

CO4NTRACT BRIDGE

Famous Hand

attracts a
causes your
puts

to
in your

and can be as

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
753-1916 or 753-1917

East dealer.
along with the idea by leaping to four
East-West vulnerable.
diamonds in an attempt to show a
NORTH
very respectable opening bid con+ A Q6 2
taining a self-sufficient suit.
V Q J 85
It is not known whether
• 10
Schapiro's four notrump bid was
+A K Q7
intended as Blackwood. It is also
WEST
EAST
difficult to say how Konstam inter•J5
+ 9873
preted four notrump, though his
IP 10 7 4
IP A K 9 3 2 raise to six notrump indicates he did
•9643
•7
not treat the bid as conventional.
J 1063
+842
Konstam may have thought that
SOUTH
a five diamond response, showing
+ K 104
one ace, would not do his hand jusIf 6
tice, considering the number of win• AKQJ852
ning tricks he had. At any rate, six
+95
notrump became the contract, and
The bidding:
the American East led the A-K of
East
South West North
hearth to defeat the slam a trick.
1•
Pass
Pass
2
At the other table,the American
4•
Pass
Pass
4 NT
pair of William Rosen and Milton
Pass
6 NT
Ellenby arrived at the same conOpening lead — ace of hearts.
tract! Rosen opened the South hand
We can all take solace from some with three notrump ("gambling,"
of the hands played in the most showing a long solid minor with not
expert company. This deal, for ex- much else on the side) and Ellenby
ample, took place in the match be- raised him to six.
tween Great Britain and the United
Ellenby was hoping there would
States in 1955, and demonstrates be either a legitimate play for the
how far from par the experts can slam or that the defense would make
stray even in a world championship the wrong opening lead. The latter
event.
wish was granted when the English
When the British were North - West led the jack of spades and
South, the bidding went as shown. Rosen made all 13.tricks.
Kenneth Konstam bid a diamond
So the American team gained
and Boris Schapiro jumped to two 1,070 points on the deal. Both teams
hearth. Schapiro was trying for a missed the ice-cceld six diamond conslam, of course, and Konstam went tract.
Tomorrow: A four-act play.

Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity at
Murray State University, will host
the 12th annual Miss Black and
Gold Scholarship Pageant, on Apnl
22 at 5 p.m. in Johnson Theatre.
Competing will be Deborah Carbon, freshman from Radcliff; Melissa Collins,junior from Memphis,
Tenn.; Hannea Conley, freshman
from Owensboro;La Keshia Hamilton, freshman from Radcliff, Maria
Holland,sophomore from Hopkinsville; Dorienne Jackson,sophomore
from Louisville; Tanya Seabrooks,
freshman from Radcliff; and Lai
Valentine, sophomore from Fulton.
Contestants will be judged on
their poise, beauty,grace, talent and
the categones of business and evening attire, as well as an on-stage
interview.
The 1994 Miss Black and Gold,
Sabrina Bouknight of Louisville,
will crown the next queen. The
winner will receive a $500 scholarship, participate in campus and
community events, and have the
opportunity to compete in the regional, state and national competitions.
First and second runners up will
receive awards and recognition, as
will the contestants voted Most
Talented, Miss Congeniality and
Miss Alpha Phi Alpha
Tickets are $3 each. For more
information, or to make reservations, contact Donald Cook, pageant chair, at (502) 762-2332.
Sixty-seven contestants vied for
titles in the first youth pageant
spon4ored by the University Center
Board (UCB)at Murray State University. The Little Mr. and Miss
MSU 1995 pageant was held April 1
in the Curris Center.
Shaquille O'Shea Robinson, son
of LaShanna Robinson of Union
City, Tenn., was named Tiny Mr.
MSU 1995, and Monique Lynette
Ellis, daughter of SirRitta M. Ellis
and David Watkins Jr. of Murray
was named Tiny Miss MSU. Little
Mr.,MSU 1995 is Nash Orten, son
of Wendy Orten of Murray; while
Alexandrea
Bermeu
Adams,
daughter of John and Jana Admas of
Mayfield was named Little Miss
MSU. The title of Petite Miss MSU
1995 went to Tanya Faye Slade,
daughter of Earl and Mylenadia
Slade of Murray. In the junior
division, Logan Thomas Schwettman, son of Tim and Danielle
Schwetunan of Murray, was named

Junior Mr. MSU 1995; and Nikeisha Garrison, daughter of Karen
Kohlheim of Paducah was named
Junior Miss MSU.
Laura Ballard,event coordinator,
said that hosting the pageant was a
learning experience for the UCB
since they had not attempted an
activity such as this in the past;
however, officials termed the pa[leant a success and were extremely
pleased with the number of entries.
She said UCB extends congratulations to all of the winners and
runners-up in the following
divisions.
•Birth to age 2(boys) — Robinson, Tiny Mr. MSU; Christian Alexander Sherfield, son of Steven G.
Sherfield and Melissa J. Dismukes
of Mayfield, first runner-up; David
Mikel Stroup, son of David and
Melody Stroup of Hazel, second
runner-up.
"Birth to age 2 (girls) — Ellis,
Tiny Miss MSU; Taylor Nicole
Moore, daughter of Mau and Tracy
Moore of Paducah, first runner-up;
Taylor Nicole Totten, daughter of
Jim and Anita Totten of Cottage
Grove, Tenn., second runner-up.
.Ages 3-5 (boys) — Orten, Little
Mr. MSU; Carson Trent Wheeler,
son of Terry and Lisa Wheeler of
Mayfield, first runner-up; Kallop
Wadkins, son of Kelly Wadkins of
Murray, second runner-up.
-Ages 3-5 (girls) — Adams,
Little Miss MSU; Taylor Renee
Boggess,daughter of Joey and Terri
Boggess of Murray, first runner-up;
Kala Dawn Seavers,daughter of Joe
and Melissa Seavers of Murray,
second runner-up.
•Ages 6-10 (boys) — Schwettman, Junior Mr. MSU; Justin Morgan, son of Deborah Morgan and
Wayne Morgan of Murray, first
runner-up; Jamie L. Fairbanks, son
of Angel Fairbanks of Milwaukee,
Wisc., second runner-up.
.Ages 6-10 (girls) — Slade, Petite Miss MSU; Paige Elizabeth
Beckett, daughter of Steve and Ann
Beckett of Benton, first runner up;
Rebecca Cripps, daughter of Art
and Cindi Cripps of Murray,second
runner-up.
•Ages 11-15 (girls) — Garrison,
Junior Miss MSU; Jillian Lyn Farley, daughter of Susan Farley of
Murray,first runner-up; Laura Lynn
Napier, daughter of Jim Napier and
Sheila Napier of Buchanan, Tenn.,
second runner-up.
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HOROSCOPES
TUESDAY,APRIL 18, 1995
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE so. Conservative tactics work best
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: where financial matters are conDevoting more time to family life cerned.
this summer will avert some serious
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
problems. A tantalizing business Look forward to a banner day! A
project comes your way in Septem- financial favor will be granted. Prober. The financial prospects are tect your status in the community.
excellent. Innovative ideas could Home ties should not be severed
propel you into a coveted position unless there is something better to
early in 1996; VIPs are impressed. take their place.
A change of residence is possible by
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
this time next spring. Consult other Focus on short-range goals even
household members before deciding when tempted to daydream about
on a decorative scheme.
the future. Handle business negotiaCELEBRITIES BORN ON tions with finesse. A platonic relaTHIS DATE: conductor Leopold tionship could lead to happy
Stokowski, actress Barbara Hale. romance. Take things nice and slow.
actress Hayley Mills, basketball
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
player Nate Archibald.
Precision timing will aid your
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): efforts. Plan your schedule well in
Stay centered this week. Your advance. A work project you handle
friends and family are relying on with flair wins widespread applause.
you. Cultivating a sense of humor Keep spending within reasonable
will help you develop rapport with limits.
others in the workplace. Be a peaceSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
maker if you sense trouble brewing.
21): Dreaming is fine so long as
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): your feet remain planted firmly on
Pay more attention to what you eat. the ground. Someone very beautiful
A heart-to-heart talk with family appears on the social scene. Go
mends some emotional fences. slow. Be sympathetic to those who
Many people seek your company. are ailing or under great strain.
You love being the center of attenCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
tion. Romance is awesome!
19): Serenity as well as financial staGEMINI (May 21 -June 20): bility should be a major goal now. A
Look beyond your own needs. Help desire to put down roots grows
others shine! Costly home improve- stronger. Avoid procrastinating at
ments or a need for more space work. Meeting deadlines proves
could lead to a change of residence. your reliability.
A money-making idea is workable.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Buying and lending operations afel
Make a special effort to work in unlikely to turn a profit today.
concert with your associates. Do Things should go better later in the
favors for those really in need. An week. A loving companion urges
attractive newcomer may find you you to tackle an artistic project.
very appealing. An exciting new Share the limelight with your mate.
relationship could lie ahead.
PISCES (Feb. 191March 20 ):
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Be more Not a good day to set out on a long
giving. An understanding approach trip. New business could crop up
brings results. Stress factors may be right at home. Curb a tendency to
harassing friends or family mem- rush things. Financial transactions
bers. If you know how to help, do require careful attention to detail.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are independent, hard-working and sometimes
impulsive. So intent are these Aries on achieving their goals, they often turn
into workaholics. Adequate rest and sensible eating habits are vital for continued good health. Lively and engaging conversationalists, these Aries w ill
excel in public relations and sales. Restless by nature. they are apt to flit
from one romance to another before finally settling down. They occasionally
initiate change just for the sake of change.
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LOOKING BACK
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR.(;OTT Have you indicat
ed through your column that diabetics
shouldn't take aspirin because it is
damaging to the retina and may cause
blindness' I have type II diabetes and
took the liberty of calling three ophthalmologists and three pharmacists, all of
whom knew nothing about it.
DEAR READER. I did not indicate
that aspirin can damage the retinas of
diabetic patients. On the contrary
Certain types of retinal disease --chiefly those that are secondary to
blood clots that affect vision -- may
actually be helped by daily, low-dose
aspirin, which causes the blood to coagulate more slowly.
Diabetic retinopathy the damage to
retinal blood vessels seen in diabetics)
is directly related to the degree to
which the diabetes is controlled. The
more normal the blood glucose can be
maintained by diet and medication,
such as insulin, the less risk of diabetic
circulatory complications, such as retinal disease, cataracts and kidney damage.

Thus, in diabetics, the major consideration is glucose-control The aspirin
is a secondary issue that should be
decided, on a case-by-case basis. by the
patient and his physician
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report -Diabetes Mellitus " Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2433,
New York, NY 10163 Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR. GOTT: My doctor has
suggested that I try methotrexate to
manage my sarcoidosis. I've been told
this drug causes tumors and that I may
not be able to bear children if on this
drug. Can you provide information?
DEAR READER: Methotrexate, an
anti-metabolite ordinarily used for cancer. is being used more frequently to
treat diseases, such as psorioasis and
rheumatoid arthritis, that are believed
due to auto-immune factors. I am not
aware that the drug is appropriate for
treating sarcoidosis. a lung and lymphgland disorder of unknown cause that
rarely requires treatment.

Methotrexate affects normal as well
as diseased tissue Its most devastating
side effects are bone marrow toxicity
and liver inflammation. Therefore, it
should be used cautiously and with suitable monitoring, such as periodic blood
tests to check for anemia and liver
damage_
The medicine does not cause tumors.
rather it is the preferred treatment for
certain malignancies. Methotrexate
may affect fertility because of its wideranging effects.
1995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT

DAILY COMICS

Tea years ago
Robert (Buddy) Buckingham
received the annual "Citizen of
the Year" award for outstanding
service and commitment to the
community at the annual banquet
of Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce held at
Curtis Center, Murray State University. Fred Stratton, president
and chairman of the board of
Briggs & Stratton Company, was
the featured speaker.
The Rev. Terry Jones, Asian
missionary, was speaker at Sunday evening service at Good Shepherd United Methodist Church.
Betty Bailey, Cheryl Darnell
and Jeanette Williams had high
individual games in Magic Tri
Bowling League at Corvette
Lanes.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Marshall County High
School 11 to 6 in a baseball
game. Rick Grogan was Murray
pitcher.
Twenty years ago
Murray-Kenlake flotilla 27-5
of United States Coast Guard
Auxiliary has been awarded third
place among 37 flotillas of Sec-

FILONDIE
DA.GWOOD,
WE HAVE

wHAT'IM YOU DON'T WOOZY,
ITS ONLY A
DOING'
ONE-YEAR'S

TOO MANY
SUBSCRIPTION... MAGAZINES
NOW.'

BUT THIS IS A
BARGAIN,
ONLY SIS A

BOY,SOMEBODY
SURE WASN'T THINKING
WHEN TI4EY T1-1OuGi-IT
UP THIS DEAL!

WE ALSO GET TO BUY
ONE BOOK A MONTH AT
CUT-RATE PRICES!

YEAR' ANC)
WE GET TO
ENTER EVERY
SWEEPSTAKES
CONTEST FREE!

I.

CALVIN and HOBBES

CATHY

ENTER PUBLISHERS CLEARINC7HOUSE SWEEPSTAKES.

vIIN PUBLisHERS CLEAR INC/HOUSE SWEEPSTAKES.
YOUR LUNG-TERM MONEY
MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

HAVE YOU NO
&RASP Of•REALIWHATSOEVER ?
ARENT YOU
INTERESTED IN
ONE PIECE Of
REAL AD)ACE ??

SHOULD I BE TAKING Aril MILLIONS IN ONE LUMP SUM, OR
SHOULD I BE MARKIN& THE 130X
FOR. klEARLY INSTALLMENTS?

MOUE TO NEW LOCATION 50
FRIENDS AND RELATNES
WON'T !HOOCH OFF SWEEPSTAKES WINNINGS.

ond Coast Guard District, Southern Region. The presentation was
made to Robert E. Johnson, captain of Division 27 and immediate past commander of Murray
Flotilla at the Southern Region
Conference at Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. Dwight Crisp and Mrs.
Aubrey Hatcher have been named
co-chairmen of Calloway County
Unit of American Cancer Society's Educational and Fund-raising
Crusade this month. The Crusade
is being sponsored by the Delta
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
Births reported incude a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Northcott,
March 29; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie Geurin and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ronnie Black, April 3.
Thirty years ago
Murray State College Professor
Roman Prydatkevytch presented a
program of violin music at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
at Murray Woman's Club House.
He was accompanied by Carolyn
Wolfe, pianist. Vernon C. Stubblefield Sr. introduced Prydatkevytch and Wolfe.
Marilyn Frances Havens and

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, April 171h, the 107th day of 1995. There are 258
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 17, 1961, about 1,500 CIA-trained Cuban exiles launched
the disastrous Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba in a failed attempt to
overthrow the government of Fidel Castro.
On this date:
In 1492, a contract was signed by Christopher Columbus and a representative of Spain's King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella, giving Columbus a commission to seek a westward ocean passage to Asia.
In 1524, Giovanni da Verrazano discovered present-day New York
harbor.
In 1790, American statesman, diplomat, author and inventor Benjamin Franklin died in Philadelphia at age 84.
In 1861, the Virginia State Convention voted to secede from the
Union.
In 1895, 100 years ago, the Treaty of Shimonoseki ended the first
Sino-Japanese War.
In 1941, Yugoslavia surrendered to Germany in World War If.
In 1964, Ford Motor Company unveiled its Mustang model.
In 1964, Jerrie Mock of Columbus, Ohio, became the first woman
to complete a solo airplane flight around the world.
In 1969, a jury in Los Angeles convicted Sirhan Sirhan of assassinating Senator Robert F. Kennedy. (Sirhan was sentenced to death,
but the sentence was reduced to life in prison after California's death
penalty was overturned.)
In 1969, Czechoslovak Communist Party chairman Alexander Dubcek was deposed.
In 1970, 25 years ago, the astronauts of Apollo 13 splashed down
safely in the Pacific, four days after a ruptured oxygen tank crippled
their spacecraft.
In 1975, 20 years ago, Phnom Penh fell to Communist insurgents,
ending Cambodia's five-year war.
Ten years ago: Lebanon's prime minister, Rashid Karami, and the
country's 1-year-old national unity cabinet resigned amid fierce fighting between rival militias for control of mostly Muslim west Beirut.
Five yeirs ago: President Bush warned the Soviet Union against
carrying out an economic blockade of Lithuania, hinting at "appropriate responses." The Rev. Ralph D. Abernathy, the civil rights activist
and top aide to Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., died in Atlanta at age 64.
One year ago: Bosnian Serb tanks entered the Muslim enclave of
Gorazde; the UN Security Council issued a nonbinding statement that
condemned the Serbs' escalating military activities, but made no
threat of force to back its condemnation.
Today's Birthdays: Rock promoter Don Kirshner is 61. Composermusician Jan Hammer is 47.
Thought for Today: "I think America is richer in intelligence than
any other country in the world; and that its intelligence is more scattered than in any country of the world." — Will Durant, American
historian (1885-1981).
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PEANUTS
A5K MY SWEET BABBOO
IF HE'D LIKE TO DANCE
WITH ME WHILE WERE
g WAITING FOR THE BUS

I'M NOT HER SWEET ,
BABBOO AND I WOULDNT
DANCE WITH HER FOR
A MILLION DOLLARS!

F
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SOME GUYS
JUST HATE
TO DANCE

SOME
BUYS JUST
LOVE IT.

PUT
RECORD ON
SWEETIE ..
READY:

5

1 — a la mode
4 Charming ID
6 Excess of
solar over
lunar year
11 *Lawrence of
—"
13 Extravagance
15 A continent
(abbr.)
16 Poet —
Dickinson
18 Pan of
HOMES
19 Explosive
(abbr.)
21 Burden
22 Grad -to-be
23 Partial loss
of memory
26 Sweet potato
29 Feed the
kitty
31 Ache
33 Roman
1,001
34 — Celtics
37 Joe —
of "Speed"

39 Grant ID
40 Fit of anger
42 Ireland
43 Two (Sp.)
45 Encouraged
48 — est
50 Become
indistinct
51 Asian ox
54 "The King
— —"
56 Pretend
(2 wds.)
58 That is
(Lat. abbr.)
59 "Goldfinger
character
61 Card game
63 Microbes
64 "— tu, Brute"
65 Popeye's
friend
Olive —

DOWN
1 Bygone
2 Formerly
Persia
3 Babylonian
deity
4 "— Says"

Answer to Previous Puzzle
MCCOY
MYTHS
A I DANS ARABLE
IM
JP PULPIER
I VE
OPS GOULD
STEN
R I AL PSI
EROS SNIPER
ATAT GRAM
ACTORS ACID
I SEE EER EZRA
SIN MANET EON
TM FADDISH NO
LOMERS NAILED
REESE
EVENT
4-17 CC) 1995 United Feature Syndicate
5 "Alf*" star
6 Paradise
7 Plutonium
symbol
8 Cutting tools
9 Tim of "The
Rocky Horror
Show"
10 Three (pref )

' MIN " ill7"'°
11
II
"
II••uu II
's
•um
iiIIm
19 II ill
nolid
iii II
ill
Id
40 Milill111 IIWI
11
Mil
ill
Milli
II
ill iii
ill
EMI
ill id
ill
II
ill id
II
44

45

12 Exist
14 Old pronoun
17.Profuse
20 Makes lace
24 Shea
Stadium
occupants
25 Nigerian
27 Cupid
28 Underground
excavation
29 Alphabet
opening
30 Not functioning properly
(hyph. wd.,
- slang)
32 Woody plant
35 "— — Clear
Day
36 Eats in small
bits
38 Neat
41 Tin TV
44 Move furtively
46 Private pupil
47 Freshwater
fish
49 Christian —
52 Breezy
53 Ship bottom
54 Griffith ID
55 Scold
57 Between VA
and SC
60 Room (abbr )
62 Exclamation

Janie

Robert Moyer *ere mar-

April 11 at First Christian
Church, Los Angeles, Calif.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Hendrick and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Dewayne Smith.
Lois Keller, Charlotte Gregory,
losetta Steely and Kay Ray are
new officers of Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Forty years ago
Murray Fire Chief Flavil
Robertson and Murray Water
Superintendent Rob Huie presented reports at a meeting of
Murray City Council with Mayor
George Hart presiding.
Gerald Dent and Howard Olila,
co-chairmen of the 1955 fund
drive for Calloway County for
Crippled Children's Fund, urge
the public to mail in their
donations.
Recent births at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Thompson, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Ross, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. John Futrell, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bramley.
Mrs. J.B. Wilson, Mrs. Charles
M. Baker, Mrs. Grayson McClure
and Mrs. Gail Cordrey were
elected officers of Murray High
School Unit of Parent-Teacher
Association.
ried

fl DEAR ABBY
DEAR READERS: I recently
learned from Bruce B. Conway,
president of The Living Bank,
that Robert N. Test died last
fall. Test was one of the pioneers in promoting organ and
tissue donations.
In 1976, he wrote an essay
titled'To Remember Me." It was
first published in The Cincinnati Post, and later in Ann Landers' column and mine, as well
as in Reader's Digest.
Some years ago, I met Robert
Test and was surprised to find a
shy, middle-aged man who
seemed embarrassed by all of
the attention he was getting for
a "little essay." He said he had
written it during his lunch
break. He told me he had only a
high school education and
wrote "for the fun of it."
In my opinion, Mr. Test's 'little essay" is one of the most
beautiful pieces of writing I
have ever read, and I think it is
appropriate that I publish it
again during National Organ
Donor Awareness Week, April
16-21:
TO REMEMBER ME
At a certain moment a doctor
will determine that my brain
has ceased to function and that,
for all intents and purposes, my
life has stopped.
When that happens, do not
attempt to instill artificial life
into my body by the use of a
machine. And don't call this my
"deathbed." Call it my "bed of
life," and let my body be. taken
from it to help others lead fuller
lives.
Give my sight to a man who
has never seen a sunrise, a
baby's face or love in the eyes of
a woman.
Give my heart to a person
whose own heart has caused
nothing but endless days of
pain.
Give my blood to the teenager who has been pulled from
the wreckage of his car, so that
he might live to see his grandchildren play.
Give my kidneys to one who
depends on a machine to exist
from week to week.
Take my bones,every muscle,
every fiber and nerve in my
body and find a way to make a
crippled child walk.
Explore every corner of my
brain. Take my cells, if necessary, and let them grow so that
someday a speechless boy will
shout at the crack of a bat and a
deaf girl will hear the sound of
rain against her windows.
Burn what is left of me and
scatter the ashes to the winds to
help the flowers grow.
If you must bury something,
let it be my faults, my weaknesses and all my prejudice against
my fellow man.
Give my sins to the devil.
Give my soul to God. If, by
chance, you wish to remember
me, do it with a kind deed or
word to someone who needs
you. IF YOU DO ALL I HAVE
ASKED, I WILL LIVE FOREVER.
*

as

Readers, a Robert Noel Test
Memorial Donor Education
Fund has been established to
perpetuate 'To Remember Me"
and other donor education programs of The Living Bank, P.O.
Box 6725, Houston, Texas 77265.
The Living Bank is a non-profit
organization that operates as a
public service -- and donations
are tax-deductible.
*

*

*

To order -How to Write Letters for All
Occasions," send a business-sized, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for 113.98 (1114.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Ahhy, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054-0447.(Postage is
included.)
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Cash & Carry - Prices Will Never Be Lower
All In-Stock Merchandise

1CLOSE OtTr

Drastically Reduced
Custom Made

Kirsch Blinds

In Stock

........50Off
%

ALL Carpet & Vinyl
BORDERS
bolt In-Stock Will Be Reduced
Make Your Selections From Our Many
In Stock

WALLPAPER
BOOKS

30Toleov:OrFyPcriFiacye

First Quality Only - with
ALL written warranties.
Carpets hy: Cabin Craft, Salem, Philadelphia,
Evans & Black by Shaw Industries
Also: Horizon, Queen and Aladdin.

$100 back.
$2 per sq. yard on
Mannington Gold
Classic Floors.
Now thru
May 31, 1995.
See retailer for details.

Vinyl Ly:

Mannington, Tarkett, Congoleum,
Armstrong and Domco

Measure your rooms.
Draw a diagram. Bring
it in and we can help
you with your yardage.

